As we come to the end of another year, it is wonderful to reflect on the events and achievements that have shaped the College atmosphere in 2012.

The wide variety of opportunities available to our students is highlighted throughout this edition of Columba, none of which would be possible without the dedication of our hard-working Staff.

Thank you to everyone who has contributed to this year book. This publication would not have been produced without the help of many people. In particular, I acknowledge the support of Year 12 student and Publications Captain, Sean Glisson. Without the assistance of the student Publications Committee collating written content and taking photographs, this edition would not have been produced.

I wish the Class of 2012 happiness and success for the future. As we reflect on a wonderful year, I hope Columba 2012 provides delightful memories for all students now, and in years to come.

Miss Karyn Osmetti – Community Relations (Publications) Officer

Columba 2012 Editor
FROM THE
PUBLICATIONS
CAPTAIN

When I met the members of this elusive group who would mentor me and guide me through the year, I realised this was a very capable and talented team of young adults, with whom I would be spending my final year at school and I am proud and honoured to call them friends.

Throughout the year, the Publications Committee has collected articles from all over the Senior School and Junior School including the Cross-Country Carnival, Swimming Carnival, Interhouse, Sport activities and many more. I think it is fair to say that this year, as with every year, has been a busy and successful one for the Publications Committee. We should be very proud of this, the 32nd Columba that we have worked so hard to produce. Well done team!

During the year, I have found my title of Publications Captain meant that I was the public representation of the amazing people that are behind the scenes, making sure everything runs smoothly. Without these people I would not have survived as the Publications Captain, they are the ones who were always there with advice, criticism and positivity whenever it was needed. So to Edward, Jonathan, Katelyn and especially Briana and Miss Osmetti, I say a huge thank you. All credit to you for the help you have given me throughout this year. I can summarise their qualities in a few words, but by no means is this the limit of their abilities; Honest, caring, prompt, kind, generous, organised, disciplined and just plain FANTASTIC. All I hope is that I have done this prestigious role of Publications Captain justice.

So I leave this year having learnt about a new aspect of this College, knowing it is in good hands and has a great future ahead of it, judging simply by the calibre of the adults, with whom I would be spending my final year at school and I am proud and honoured to call them friends.

May peace be with you and may love find a dwelling place in your heart.

May God’s blessing be upon us all during the Christmas period and throughout the coming year. We look forward to 2013 with its joys and challenges, as we nurture the young minds and souls placed in our care.

Principal (Acting)
Fr Braden Short

I write this article having acted as Principal of All Saints’ College for more than 12 months.

The time of transition for our community has also been a time of intense learning for me, personally. It is an honour to have had the opportunity to lead and pastor our Staff and students during this time. I wish to thank the College Community, Staff, Management Team, the Board of Management, the Chair of the Board, parents and students for their commitment to All Saints’, commitment to excellence and to the highest level of professionalism during this interim period.

My task has been to transition smoothly between Principals, to manage the change by ensuring continuity of traditions and community, whilst pursuing the developments and creative initiatives we have all come to expect at the College. I am humbled by the honourable way our Staff responded to the changes in leadership, offering support to me every step of the way, in a spirit of cooperation and care. Having already met our new Principal Elect, Ms Belinda Provis, we now look forward to her arrival and installation as the College’s fifth Principal in Term 2, 2013.

Our College has changed in appearance and almost as a symbol of this ‘year of change’ our new Centre for Performing Arts (CPA) will be completed in early 2013, just before the arrival of Ms Provis. It is our hope that we will be able to take possession of this beautiful building by the beginning of Term 1, 2013. A number of celebratory events are currently being organised to showcase our magnificent new venue, followed by our Production, Dance and Music performances during the year.

A number of other significant developments have been instigated by the Management Team this year. The first is a move from the current Camp Week to our Outdoor Learning Program, which will start in 2013. The All Saints’ College Outdoor Learning Program (OLP) will begin in Year 4 with a single night sleep over, focusing on developing independence in a supportive and fun environment. As each student progresses through the College they will have the opportunity to develop valuable life-skills and acquire knowledge in different environments, significantly enhancing their overall education.

As we anticipate the rapidly approaching year 2013, I wish the Class of 2012 well, as they move into adulthood and their chosen career paths. Please know that I hold you in high regard, you have made me proud to be your Acting Principal and many of you have worked hard to make this a good year, alongside your Teachers and younger students. I thank Jack, Seoly and Amelia Armbr, our 2012 College Captains for their hard work and strong leadership, along with the Student Council. As College Captains, Jack and Amelia, you have served your community well. I am proud of you and I hope you enjoy the best of success in your future. To all of our departing Year 12s I encourage each of you to stay connected with friends, and stay connected through the Alumni with our College community. You may be leaving, but you will always belong. I look forward to working with Keely Kington and Christian Long, along with the 2013 Student Council, from Term 1 next year.

May God’s blessing be upon us all during the Christmas period and throughout the coming year. We look forward to 2013 with its joys and challenges, as we nurture the young minds and souls placed in our care.

May peace be with you and may love find a dwelling place in your heart.

Fr Broden Short
Principal (Acting)
2012 can best be described as a year of transition for All Saints’ College. At the beginning of this year we farewelled Dr Geoffrey Shaw as our fourth Principal, following his retirement at the end of 2011. In the middle of the year, I was delighted to announce that Ms Belinda Provis would commence as our fifth Principal at the beginning of Term 2 in 2013. As Acting Principal, Father Braden Short has guided All Saints’ College safely through this transition and ensured that we still deliver the best possible education in a caring and supportive environment. A constant in all this change is the dedication, care and hard work given by our Academic and Support Staff, and the Management Team of the College. As Chair of the Board I have been heartened to hear many comments on how well the College is doing during this transitional period.

One comment I have heard a number of times this year is that “All Saints’ College is the best-kept secret in Perth”. This certainly reflects well on the quality of our education and care, and also on the quality of our buildings and equipment. I do wonder, however, if there is also a sense that we are not as engaged with the community as well as we might be, and that our contribution to the community could be better. One of the great benefits of appointing a new Principal is that we get a fresh look at everything we do, and perhaps get challenged to consider new ideas or new ways of doing things. I know Ms Provis is keen to re-engage with the Perth community and to hear what it wants and expects from a school like All Saints’ College. I also know that Ms Provis is keen to hear from the College community about your hopes and expectations. Please think about what comment you would like to make about All Saints’ and how we can make a better contribution to your needs.

The most obvious thing that we have done this year is to build our new Centre for Performing Arts. It really is a most imposing building right at the entrance to the College. It will be a fantastic asset for the College when it opens at the beginning of 2013, and we are planning a number of events and tours to make sure everyone will view it. While the building has been designed around our teaching and extra-curricular needs, it is a fully equipped professional theatre that will also be available to the wider community. This is a great way to bring many new people to All Saints’ College and what we offer, and it gives us an opportunity to show off our Performing and Visual Arts community. This is a great way to bring many new people to All Saints’ College and what we offer, and it gives us an opportunity to show off our Performing and Visual Arts.

Mr Peter Gow
Board of Management Chair

2012 is the year in which the six Houses used for many years in the Senior School began operating in the Junior School. This has been a significant step in further connecting the Junior School students with the Senior School. On reflection, the change has been a resounding success with students and Staff embracing the connection to the Senior School and enjoying a reduced number of Junior School students in each House. It is often commented by Staff and parents at sporting events that the atmosphere is now calmer, with the same positive competitive House spirit and enthusiasm being experienced. The Heads of House have embraced the opportunity to lead the House Captains and student members in fundraising and in developing community spirit. One highlight was the Lap-a-thon in Term 2 which raised more than $12,000 for the One Laptop Per Child foundation.

Our teachers are continuing to work on implementing the Australian Curriculum in creative and engaging ways for our students. This has been ably led by Mrs Sara Mano and Mr Phil Randall, and they have, along with Miss Penny Crossland and Mrs Karen Donnelly, been held up as examples and contributors in Curriculum development to other AISWA schools.

Our vision is to be innovative and for our Teachers to seek new and interesting ways to stimulate learning in our students. The Opportunities team have been providing rigorous programs that do exactly this. There is a large number of students involved in competitions and programs that encourage creative thinking and problem solving. Tournament of Minds, Robotics, Science IQ, Science Talent Quest, Eng Quest, Readers’ Challenge are a few of these such programs. We have been delighted by the number of students who have shown to be extremely able when competing with students in other schools. This success encourages others and inspires both our students and our Teachers to look for further learning opportunities.

The Junior School Concert 2012, Treading Gently was an extension of the curriculum that was enriching and encouraging of positive creative expression. The development process of the Junior School Concert was as positive as the performance itself. It is valuable for the children to work collaboratively on a common task such as the Concert and also to feel valued and free to express themselves as individuals. I was impressed with this wonderful balance of collaboration and creativity that enabled every child to be included so effectively.

I look forward to a great deal of change in 2013 and it also marking the beginning of Pre-Kindergarten in the Junior School. Much work has been done in preparation for this exciting innovation commencing in 2013 for 48 three-year-olds. Early Childhood Staff are excited about the inclusion of Pre-Kindergarten at All Saints’ College and believe it will be a great advantage in supporting these young students and families, as they are welcomed into the community at this earliest possible occasion.

I would like to acknowledge the great team of Staff in the Junior School and the parent community for their support for another successful year of learning. The students have simply made us proud once again!

Ms Penelope Crane
Head of Junior School
The passion within the Parents and Friends’ Society has been encouraging during 2012. Father Braden’s attendance at our meetings, bringing his enthusiasm and interest has helped make the P&F an enjoyable and rewarding experience for us all.

The P&F Society has functioned well throughout 2012 incorporating the running and organising of events, supporting several community projects, hosting a presentation evening as a way of delivering information to the College community and providing student sponsorship. The P&F acts as a forum for parents to be involved and to help foster the College’s sense of community.

Approximately 2,000 parents, friends and children enjoyed the annual Pasar Malam on 17 February 2012. The function was a great success, in big part due to the hard work of the organising committee and grounds staff. In May, another committee organised the very successful Quiz Night and Kids Club. More recently in September, the P&F arranged for the Board of Management to make a presentation about the College’s finances and building plans. The night also served as an introduction of the newly appointed Principal of the College, Ms Belinda Provis. Around 100 people took the opportunity to mingle with the Board of Management and Ms Provis over wine and cheese in the Upper Theatre.

The P&F has supported the participation of community projects in 2012 including the One Laptop Per Child foundation where a Lap-a-thon was held in the Junior School, a Rotary Shelter Box, Little Feet Walk in support of Australian Doctors for Africa, and the Parkville Children and Youth Care Home where many participated in the Parkville Kids Fun Run.

In October, the P&F hosted a morning tea to celebrate World Teachers’ Day in recognition of the special effort our dedicated teachers put into educating our precious children. In November, the Junior School students enjoyed a Christmas celebration by taking part in kite making and flying. A few days later much excitement was had at the Junior School Disco.

A major part of the P&F is to support and congratulate students who perform well both academically, in the Arts, Sport, Music and culturally. This year many students have gained International, National and State selection in various pursuits and it is very satisfying that the P&F is able to support these talented children financially.

This is my third and final year as President of the P&F. It has been a very rewarding role and a positive experience. I have been privileged to be able to give back to the College in return for the outstanding education that our children have enjoyed.

Best wishes to all members of the College community.

Mrs Stephanie Macdonald

P&F President
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**Academic Captain**

As 2012 Academic Captain it has been a privilege to have played a role in furthering the College’s objective to create a learning environment that aims to encourage, cultivate and assist students to achieve their academic potential.

This year, the predominant focus was to build on a number of academic activities offered by the College. The Peer Tutoring Program attracted a tremendous amount of support from both the Year 11 and 12 student bodies, with the largest number of tutoring pairs since the commencement of the program in 2009. Debating maintained its usual presence within the school community with a number of Interhouse and Interschool Debates. Warm thanks are extended to Mrs Lingensjo for her organisation of the Debating season each year. The introduction of a weekly “Tutor Group Quiz” competition spanning the length of a semester also proved to be a great success and was a regular point of discussion within the College community.

My role as Academic Captain has proved to be an incredible experience, one which has provided me with opportunities to interact with students across year levels and has allowed me to appreciate the close-knit community that is All Saints’ College. I would like to sincerely thank Mrs Dale for her continual support and guidance throughout the year. To all students at All Saints College, I wish you the very best in your future endeavours.

Michael Myers
Academic Captain 2012

**Friendly Schools Captain**

This is the first year that the school has had a Friendly Schools Captain so I was often asked, “Friendly Schools Captain, what does that mean you do?” The answer is; “I am the link between the Senior School Friendly Schools Committee and the Student Council.” The next question I normally get asked is; “What does the Senior School Friendly School Committee do?” to this I reply; “the Friendly Schools Committee creates and controls the anti-bullying policies at the College.”

This year has been a good year for the Friendly Schools Program with the introduction of the Cyber Safety/Anti-Bullying tip of the month, redevelopment of the Portal page and a large update to the Senior School Anti-Bullying Policy. I understand that this might not be the work that gets the most recognition, but I enjoy it and feel that I have had a positive influence on the College.

I would like to thank all of the members of the Senior School Friendly Schools Committee, especially Ms Aguiar, Mr Tsocas and Mrs Felsinger, for assisting me along this journey. Lastly, I wish the very best of luck to my successor and I hope they will be able to use what I have done this year as a guide and improve upon it so as to continue working towards making the College a better place.

Aaron Musgrave (Year 11)
Friendly Schools Captain 2012

**College Captains**

Our role as College Captains has been at times challenging but overall an extremely rewarding experience, teaching us new life lessons as well as bringing us new responsibilities. It has been a unique experience and is one that we will never forget.

Our first experiences on Student Council Camp last year in September, when a group of individuals came together to learn the importance of cooperation and listening, but most importantly the value of teamwork. We as a Student Council have forged a tight bond and we would like to thank everyone for their efforts towards making this year so successful.

Since then, we have grown as a team taking part in various College events including the Ball, food and clothes drives, and several fundraising events. These have challenged us, yet resulted in a rewarding experience at their successful completion.

We would like to thank Father Braden, Mrs Dale, Father Don and Dr Shaw for their support and encouragement along the way, as well as the Teachers for their invaluable guidance. Most of all, we would like to thank Ms Aguiar for always having the time for every student. Without her, none of our achievements would have been possible.

To the students at the College we wish you well and hope that you continue to utilise all of the opportunities that the College has to offer. Next year’s Student Council, embrace the challenges that lie ahead but remember to enjoy the journey and take advantage of the support that is on offer. You are never in on it alone.

We would like to wish the Leavers of 2012 all the best for their future endeavours. Each and every one of you has contributed to our final year of schooling and has ensured it has not been one to forget.

Jack Sealy and Amelia Arndt
College Captains 2012
FUNCTIONS CAPTAIN

As 2012 Functions Captain my role has been tiring, challenging and certainly rewarding.
I began my duties in Term 4 of 2011 with the design of the 2012 Leavers' Jackets. This gave me an opportunity to connect with my year group and discover their interests before embarking upon the organisation of the Ball.
As 2012 progressed I found myself coordinating the Student Council fundraising for Valentine’s Day in which we raised a record amount. As soon as that had passed I was coordinating with my fellow Councillors for the P&F’s annual Pasar Malam.

With these events under my belt, my sights were now fixed on one of the highlights of Year 12; the highly anticipated Ball. Through many rushed weeks of planning and deliberating with my 'Functions Fairies', the Ball eventually came together and was a tremendous success.
Thankfully, my duties were mainly confined to the beginning of the year, which allowed me to get round to the studious side of Year 12 without extra added stress. I hope the Leavers of 2012 remember the jackets they received and the fun they had at the Ball, even if they do not remember who exactly put the 'fun' in 'Functions'.

Thank you to Mr Brown and Ms Aguilar, who above all others endured me throughout the year. Without their tireless dedication and diligence I would not have made it out alive. To my succeeding Functions Captain for 2013, I wish you best of luck and hope that you have every success in your final year at the College.

Harrison Morgan
Functions Captain 2012

COMMUNITY SERVICE CAPTAIN

Through my role as Community Service Captain this year, I have been reminded of how truly fortunate we all are, and how easy it really is to make a difference to others, no matter how big or small. Whether we are providing food for the hungry or providing clothes for the underprivileged, raising money for those who are disabled or organising a fun-filled night for younger students at Youth Groups, I have enjoyed every aspect of my role.

In March 2012, we were keen to undertake our first fundraising event for the wider community and so came about the Easter Food Drive. We choose to help the Parish Council, a group of six volunteers delivering food hampers to those in desperate need of food in the local area. Never could we have envisioned the response we received with 2,676 items collected over the course of the week. Due to this amazing response by the College and the success of the event, the Student Council undertook another fundraising project - the Anglicare Clothes Drive in June of this year.

I encourage everyone to try out some sort of community service. You may be surprised how much you enjoy it.
Claire Meyer-Rodenbeck
Community Service Captain 2012

PERFORMING ARTS CAPTAINS

2012 has proved to be an exiting year of Performing Arts, both on and off the stage. The annual College production Macbeth was highly successful in execution and attendance, with the opening night attracting the highest amount of audience members present in the history of College Productions. As well as this, The Circle of Life Dance Concert and the College Music Concert, held at the Fremantle Town Hall, were both exceptional performances. The Music Department also experienced great success in Solo, Choral and Ensemble performances at the Fremantle Eisteddfod.

It was important for us as Performing Arts Captains to continue the legacy laid out by the Captains that came before us, so events including the Battle of the Choirs and Rock Week were not only continued for a second year running, but were further established in the College. However, we too wanted to have our own personal impact on the Department and events throughout the year, so we aimed to increase the amount of singing that students were involved in. For the first time, Contemporary Music was sung by the Senior School at Assemblies.

If anything, 2012 has been a historic year for the All Saints’ College Performing Arts Department with the addition of the new Centre for Performing Arts. We can only look forward to see what is achieved next year!

Anthony Jerkovic and Ashley McPhail
Performing Arts Captains 2012

SPORTS CAPTAINS

2012 has been a great year for Sport at All Saints’ College. We have had success in Interschool competitions in Swimming, Cross-Country and Athletics, as well as with many of our ACC teams which compete on a Tuesday afternoon. In addition, we have seen many of our talented students break records both at Interhouse and Interschool level. It has been an honour and a privilege to represent the College as Sports Captains and we have both had a great year.
It has been wonderful to see the enthusiasm of those students who participate in Afterschool Sport on Thursday afternoons as players, referees and coaches. In addition, with 2012 being the year of the Olympics and Paralympics, we have been able to initiate Olympic related competitions and activities.
We have had a great time working with the Student Council and have enjoyed all the work we have done with our peers on a number of different projects over the course of the year. We would especially like to thank Mr Beath and Miss Greene who have supported and helped us with everything we have done.
We wish the 2013 Captains the very best of luck and thank all the students who have been enthusiastic and committed, and shown themselves to be great sports!
Emily Kayser and Jordan Korol
Sports Captains 2012

SECRETAry

It was a shock when I found out that I was appointed as the Secretary of the Student Council for 2012. At first I was unsure about the role and whether I was suited to it. However, this thought was only temporary. I can now say that I am glad I was appointed and have thoroughly enjoyed the position.
My main responsibility this year was the organisation of meetings and planning for the year. I had to organise the agenda for our meetings each week and record the minutes of what was said during these meetings.
Perhaps the most rewarding aspect of this role has been assisting other Councillors and participating in events that are held throughout the year. I encourage people in the future to put their hand up for this role, you will not regret it.
Andrew Clarke
Secretary 2012
What a fantastic year it has been for the Junior School in 2012! It has been full of new and exciting challenges for the Year 6 students and we, Georgia Balding and Bailey Iuliano, feel privileged to have been part of the Junior School Student Leadership Team, as College Councillors.

Taking up the role of Councillors has opened us up to so many amazing opportunities to represent the Junior School, like attending the National Young Leaders Day event at the Perth Exhibition Centre in Term 1. With so many young leaders from many different schools all listening intently to lots of inspirational figures like Peter Worsfold, Karl O’Callaghan, and several others, it was a fantastic day to wear our school badge with pride. We both agree that this event was definitely one of the highlights of our time in this leadership role.

Another fantastic event was the Ecumenical Service, held at Christchurch Grammar. The All Saints’ College Junior School Student Leaders attended a special church service, along with all the other student leaders from the IPSHA schools. This was followed by a morning tea of biscuits and cakes, where we met many other students from around the State.

Of course, not all our student leadership opportunities have been out of school. Almost every week on a Friday we run the Years 3 - 6 Assemblies with the House Captains and Ms Crane. We meet each Monday morning to discuss the week ahead, as well as organise events like farewells, fundraisers and Assemblies.

Overall, this year has been one big amazing leadership journey for us and we have enjoyed every step along the way, as we have overcome challenges and improved our leadership skills. We wish the best of luck to the 2013 College Councillors and hope to see the next group of willing young leaders represent All Saints’ College Junior School with pride.

Georgia Balding and Bailey Iuliano
Junior School College Councillors 2012

Our role began in Semester 2 last year with the hope that we would be chosen as Environment Captains for 2012. We filled in our nomination papers for the position and passed the interview. We were proud and felt honoured to be selected as Environmental Captains for 2012!

It has been a challenge to have taken on a leadership role, let alone a fairly new position which meant we had to think outside the square. Our role is very important as we have the opportunity to instil good environmental habits which will last a lifetime.

Activities students have taken on board this year include litter free lunches, battery recycling, ink cartridge recycling, finding a red tailed black cockatoo rare bird in our area, looking after the worm farms (although we rely on the Kindergarten classes to feed them!), vegetable growing and Max’s favourite - the Target 60 Water Week.

The College still has many more environmental areas to focus on and we hope next year’s Captains will continue to inform students about environmental awareness.

Maxwell Barrow and Harriet Holbrook
Junior School Environment Captains 2012

As Junior School Service Captains for 2012, we have enjoyed being part of a number of special opportunities and events.

The main change we experienced was Father Donato leaving All Saints’ College midway through the year. Whilst we were sad to see him go, we have really enjoyed meeting and working with our new Chaplain, Father Thom. He has brought a new energy to our Chapel sessions with a fun, exciting side to the words of the Bible.

In Term 1 we attended the National Young Leaders Day with our fellow Student Leaders. We listened to a number of guest speakers, who told us about the experiences they have had in their lives and how we, as young leaders, can make the most of our opportunities to help to make a difference.

Overall as Service Captains, we have learned how to take initiative, speak in front of a crowd and how to be responsible role models. It has been a fantastic year and we wish the 2013 Service Captains the best of luck as they step into this great position!

Steven Thiele, Lauren Anderson, Genevieve Bowyer-Funnell and Mungo Crichton
Junior School Service Captains 2012
2012 was an incredibly successful year for Cowan. It has been lots of fun for us as House Captains, and we have enjoyed ourselves immensely. Cowan has participated enthusiastically in all three Carnivals, as well as two major fundraisers for the One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) foundation.

The Swimming Carnival was the first sporting event of the year and it went off with a bang! In the Early Childhood Carnival we placed third and in the Years 3 - 6 Carnival, Cowan excelled and placed first overall! The event was enjoyed by all, and very well organised by Mr Baptist, the Heads of House and the House Captains.

One fine Friday morning in Term 2, the Japanese Day fundraiser commenced. All Years 3 - 6 students gathered in their Houses, and set off to a particular classroom. Each teacher had organised a fun game originating from Japan for the students to play. Cowan started with Miss Smith, who supplied numerous games for us to enjoy. Next, we worked with coloured dye to make a beautiful Japanese artwork. After this we made a clever piano with an origami expert. We then went to Mr Wilson’s classroom, and made good luck key rings and necklaces. That was everyone’s favourite!

The next fundraiser was the Technology Fun Day, which was similar to the Japanese Day, though we only rotated throughout our block and we were in our classes. It was a lot of fun. Also in Term 2, we held a Lap-a-thon to raise money for the OLPC foundation. The Houses all lined up, ready for their challenge. Ready, Set, GO! We all set off, enjoying ourselves immensely. Once we had all finished, we journeyed up the hill to the Lower Theatre, where all the House Captains helped hand out yummy burgers for lunch.

The next big event in the Junior School was the Cross-Country Carnival. Cowan did incredibly well, with everyone enjoying the chance to have a run around and show some House spirit! Cowan placed a fantastic third overall and we were very pleased with that great result.

Later in Term 3, we had our much-anticipated Athletics Carnival, where all the students enjoyed competing in events including High Jump, Javelin, Sprints, Hurdles, and Long Jump. We were really impressed with the amount of effort and team spirit that we saw on the day, and Cowan was very successful in their efforts.

To Cowan House, you have made our time as Captains so enjoyable and we really appreciate how much effort you have put into all of our team and individual events during our Sports Carnivals. We had lots of fun and successful times this year and we hope it will be the same next year!

Holly Morgan and Samuel McKinnon
Cowan House Captains 2012
What a fantastic first year for Durack in the Junior School. As a House, everyone worked well together and had lots of fun. As Captains we faced some challenges, particularly on sports days as we tried to make sure that we had competitors in each event. The whole House really helped us to get through these days and the Durack spirit was awesome. Despite the tricky times, we have really enjoyed being Durack’s first ever House Captains in the Junior School. Here are some of our highlights in 2012.

In Term 1, everybody was revved up and roaring for the Interhouse Swimming Carnival and Extracurricular Sport. When it came to the day of the Swimming Carnival everyone was ready and prepared to race in the Aquatic Centre. Members of the House were cheering and chanting the letters D-U-R-A-C-K, to make sure that our teammates felt confident. Even though we did not win, everyone had a great time.

Extracurricular House Sport had started by this point and as it went on our team spirit grew stronger and stronger. We were both really proud of the number of students that got involved in these after school events.

Term 2 began with the Cross-Country Carnival and everyone was really excited. We were all nervous before the race but those feelings went away as soon as we started running. Durack ended up winning the Cross-Country Carnival and this was a highlight for all of the House. Term 2 finished with the Lap-a-thon and we raised a significant amount of money for the One Laptop Per Child foundation.

In Term 3, we had the Athletics Carnival. Everyone trained hard during Afterschool Extracurricular activities, since we knew that we would be competing against other Houses and could possibly win ribbons in our events. Everyone tried really hard all day long and should feel proud.

As a House we also tried to raise money for the Parkerville Christmas Appeal by selling tea towels. Each student in Durack drew a portrait of themselves that will be printed on the tea towels.

As House Captains we are very proud of the team spirit and results achieved by all of the Junior School students in Durack House for 2012. We wish the 2013 Captains the best of luck and look forward to seeing all of you do your best for Durack in the Senior School, very soon!

Mitchell Tate and Mia Hughes
Durack House Captains 2012
We started off 2012 with the big surprise of being appointed Forrest House Captains for the year. It was an honour because this was the first year of the new six House system in the Junior School. It was also good because we had a great Head of House, Mrs Gladman. We would like to say thank you to her and to the other students in Forrest for their enthusiasm and wonderful participation in all events that we were part of throughout the year.

Term 1 began really well with training for the Swimming Carnival. We placed second overall, because everyone excelled by trying their best. We would like to acknowledge all the effort from the other Houses and congratulate Cowan House who won the event. In Term 1, we enjoyed the Year 3 performance at Assembly to introduce the story of Sir John Forrest to the Junior School because they did a REALLY great job!

In Term 2, Forrest House raised a huge amount of money in the Lap-a-thon for the One Laptop Per Child foundation. The money raised will provide specially made laptops for children who are disadvantaged or live in remote areas. We also had a Technology Fun Day where we brought in a gold coin for donation to the OLPC foundation. Later in the term was the Interhouse Cross-Country Carnival. Forrest members tried their best and even with a lot of team members sick, managed a great outcome.

Term 3 started off with training hard for the Athletics Carnival. On the day of the Carnival everyone had lots of fun and tried their best in all their team and individual events for Forrest. We placed third in the competition and are proud of our result.

As House Captains we had a great year and we think everyone in Forrest supported the new House well. We loved being Captains and encourage all the Forrest members in Year 5 to apply to be Forrest House Captains in 2013!

Aneeka Le Roux and Lachlan Hartfield
Forrest House Captains 2012
2012 has been a great year for Murdoch House and we have had so much fun over the past four terms. It has been an amazing experience being the first Murdoch House Captains in the Junior School for 2012. We are so proud of the effort everyone has made participating in this year’s House events.

We started the year with the Swimming Carnival in Term 1. It was a huge success with Murdoch placing third. Thank you to all the students who participated in this wonderful event. Murdoch is a House where everyone participates and tries their best.

Not too long after the Swimming Carnival was the One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) fundraising event. This involved students learning and using computer technology to complete set activities. We contributed a gold coin donation to raise money for this cause. We also organised a Lap-a-thon which raised $12,000 for the OLPC foundation. Murdoch House members asked family and friends to sponsor them for every lap they ran, with most students running at least four laps! Thanks to the P&F for providing our yummy lunch after such a fun and exhausting day.

In Term 3, we had the Cross-Country Carnival. Although we did not win, everyone had a great time. It was good to see Murdoch House cheering and supporting each other. Finally to end the term we had the Interhouse Athletics Carnival. It was impressive to see our oval set up with the new six House bays, with all our mascots on display. Overall it was a fantastic day with everyone participating and having a lot of fun.

In Term 4, all six Houses raised money for Parkerville Christmas Appeal by creating special tea towels. Each House created a tea towel in their House colour and every member drew a picture of themselves which was printed onto the tea towel. We have some great artists in Murdoch House.

This year has been a great one and we feel very honoured to have been the first Murdoch House Captains in the Junior School. We wish Murdoch all the best for 2013.

Kate Okely and Connor O’Dwyer
Murdoch House Captains 2012
WOW! What a great year for O’Connor! We have both enjoyed our time as House Captains for this wonderful House. Thank you to all House members for trying their hardest and helping us to be the first O’Connor Captains in the Junior School.

This year, O’Connor as a House has raised so much money for different causes. The main fundraiser was Lap-a-thon in Term 2. All students tried their hardest and the Junior School raised an amazing $12,000! We both enjoyed this event, especially handing out burgers to everyone in O’Connor, kindly donated by the P&F.

The annual Interhouse Swimming Carnival began with O’Connor’s Years 3 and 4, placing an impressive first. The Years 5 and 6 students came fourth overall, which is still a great achievement! Everybody swam their hardest and if there was a prize for best cheering, Years 3 and 4 O’Connor students would definitely win!

In Term 2, we had the Cross-Country Carnival and placed second overall. This result was because of the fantastic effort that everyone put in and we were very happy with that result. Great job to everyone in the House because we had lots of Champion and Runner-Up medals awarded to O’Connor!

In Term 3, students from Kindergarten - Year 6 began training for the 2012 Athletics Carnival. O’Connor trained hard and on the day we had many wins. We tried our absolute best in every event, no matter what position we were in. Great job to all O’Connor students!

In Term 4, the Junior School fundraiser was the House tea towels. All students drew self-portraits which were then printed onto tea towels to sell to family members. All the money raised was donated to the Parkerville Christmas Appeal.

Thank you to everyone who helped with the House board this year and Mr Wilson for being a great Head of House!!!

Eliane Smith and Chase Scott
O’Connor House Captains 2012
Stirling House had a great year, especially being the first time All Saints’ College introduced the same six Houses throughout the whole school. Stirling members participated in a lot of events.

In Term 1, we had the Interhouse Swimming Carnival and everyone tried their hardest to swim. Even though we did not win we still had a great time participating!

In Term 2, we had a lot of fun participating in the Cross-Country Carnival. All of Stirling ran their hardest. We were always supporting each other even though we were really tired from running. We still had a lot of energy to cheer each other on. At the end of Term 2, everyone participated in a Lap-a-thon. This involved the Junior School students running laps of the oval and each time we ran around we got a stamp. Everyone was tired afterwards, but we were all still happy because we ate a burger made by the Teachers and the House Captains.

During Term 3, we did a lot of cheering and running. Everyone in each House participated in the Interhouse Athletics Carnival. We had a lot of fun participating in the events and also cheering everyone on in Stirling. We all enjoyed the Tug-of-War finals and tried our best to pull the rope.

Every student in each House drew a picture of themselves which has been put onto a tea towel. All the members of our House have a picture of themselves on a Stirling tea towel, which will now be a remembrance of the first year Stirling House was in the Junior School.

As House Captains, we are very proud of what Stirling has achieved this year. Being the first Captains of Stirling in the Junior School has been an honour for us. We hope Stirling has a great journey in the future, with their new House Captains.

Claire Nelson and Khalin Ganeson-Hands
Stirling House Captains 2012
BACK ROW: Mrs Robyn Kane, William McKinnon, Emily Lund, Savannah Russell, Asha Bruce, Ridley Babich, Evan Bonner, Benjamin Walker, Mrs Sheree Duminski. MIDDLE ROW: James Parker, Noah Bergmore, Coby Jarvis, Jake Hearley, Thomas Smith, Ethan Young. FRONT ROW: Zoe Chia, Cana Jones, Makayla Kadin, Charlotte Newton, Hannah Lee, Sophie Reader, Chelsea Smith. ABSENT: Callum Moss.

BACK ROW: Mrs Mandy Meachim, Jasmine Kooner, Zoe Stachewicz, Amelia Sturgeon, Lily Buchanan, Jake Walker, Mrs Rebecca Flanagan (Terms 1 & 2). Noah Ladey, Maya Morgan-Singh, Jwan Spencer, Tilly Knox Andersen, Mrs Dianne O’Halloran. MIDDLE ROW: Sadie Delahay, Evangelia Vijayan, Mia Crofts, Amelia Luff, Xiang Liu, Cerys Webb, Nadira Handoko, Brendan Goh, Ethan Lance, Benjamin Baldridge. FRONT ROW: Kezia Giah, Charlize Costa, Neiva Hawkins, Aedan Bailey, Xander Thomas, Rohan O’Dwyer, Aadhishan Ganapathypillai, Mia Collis. ABSENT: Blake Lansley, Mrs Alison McInnis (Terms 3 & 4).
BACK ROW: Mrs Caryn Ebstein, Zoe Dallimore, Eli Keenan, Adeolu Adeoye, Max Diemed Neild, Maiara Vijayanakaran, Emily Geha, Ella Lintott, Mrs Caroline Long.
MIDDLE ROW: Tamru Short, Ruby Singh, Tay Crafts, Noah Jones, Lachlan Bruce, Benjamin Davies, Xavier Camacho, Joshua Cole, Jorja South.

BACK ROW: Mrs Soula Sinclair, Italo Pascealle, Lachlan Buchanan, Rohan Kooner, Mrs Iola Knight, Jack Boden, Jade Wheeler, Mayowa Afolabi.
MIDDLE ROW: Mia Knox Andersen, Ayodele Olowookere, Misaaq Yousaf, Xavier Damonse, Caitlin Brown, Alysha Pascoe, Hunter Folkard.
FRONT ROW: Darian Chipschase, Mia Lowe, Kayla O’Connor, Avery Yu, Zake Hart, Stella Hermawan, Busola Oyewopo, Imogen Jupp, Elena Yeddan.
What have you enjoyed learning this year in 2C?

Haydn

I have enjoyed learning in Maths because I got to figure out how short or tall people are. Elijah

I liked learning about farms because I liked learning about the different animals. Elsie

I have enjoyed spelling, learning more words, and speaking at Assemblies. Ethan

I have loved writing because I have written stories and improved at writing them. Georgia

I have liked learning lots of new spelling words. Ginger

I enjoyed investigating the Olympics. We learnt about the Olympic Mascots and designed our own. Haydn

I have enjoyed learning in Maths, I have gotten better at harder sums. I want to get even better at really big numbers now! Jacob

I have loved learning about how machines work. There are simple machines, like screens and pulleys. Jade

I have loved doing sport this year. We have played even more games and sports. Joel

I have enjoyed Maths and Science because they are challenging. Joshua

I have enjoyed Maths because I have improved in it this year. Kirrilee

We learnt about animals and their habitats. I loved learning about how they live. Liam

I loved investigating the Olympics and graphing how many medals we have won. Mia

I have learnt lots about solving number problems. Mitchell

I have really enjoyed learning how to spell new words. Neve

I liked learning about city and country life because we learnt about different farm vehicles. Rael

I liked reading. I read a book called Amazing Hands where I learnt about fingerprints. Angela

Showing my Star Wars Lego. My favourite thing was my gold Martial Arts trophy. Ben

A book that my Dad read when he was a little boy. It was about the Famous Five. Charlotte

I have a great Teacher who teaches me lots of things. Charlotte

The lego plane because when I showed it to my Buddy he pretended to take it home. Connor

My favourite books ‘The Ugly Truth from Diary of a Wimpy Kid’ and ‘The Humansane’. Adeelo

Everything, I love all my family photos I used to decorate my Treasure Box and Mrs Miller said I spoke about it with beautiful expression too! Angela

I have enjoyed learning about simple machines, like screws and levers. There are there are many more like gears, pulleys and pulleys. Tigger

The best thing is my Lego man. The best thing I did was showing the Star Wars sword. Jackson

My black remote control car. It is small so Mum lets me play with it inside. Julius

My favourite book is ‘The Cat on the Mat is Flat’. My favourite book which is ‘The Cat on the Mat is Flat’ and ‘Sticking Together’. Damiolu

My beautiful family photos. In my family there are Mum, Dad, my sister Megan, me and my sister’s fad and snails. My sister’s snails have had babies. Emily

A gold fake lock and my skull and crossbones Keep Out sign. I like the awesome outside of all my lovely Treasure Box because it looks like a real treasure chest. Finley

A funny picture of my kitten. My second best thing is a colourfull bird. Grace

My Skylanders because I have 23 of them and one is called Zip. Hunter

My magical book about Belle and the Birthday Fairy. Isabelle

My pets have funny names like Mo Mo, Ickle Pickle, Ben, Hen, Skiddles and Furkis. Kate

My pet biting snake and my gold Marital Arts trophy. Lachie

My black remote control car. It is small so Mum lets me play with it inside. Julius

My family and my funny pets. My pets have funny names like Mo Mo, Ickle Pickle, Ben, Hen, Skiddles and Furkis. Kate

My fur puppy dog that can talk and my favourite book called ‘The Cat on the Mat is Flat’. My favourite book which is ‘The Cat on the Mat is Flat’ and ‘Sticking Together’. Damiolu

显摆我珍宝盒里的星战剑。杰克逊

我美丽的家庭照片。在我的家庭中，有妈妈、爸爸、姐姐梅根、我以及我的姐姐的猫和乌贼。姐姐的乌贼已经生了宝宝。艾米丽

一个金色的假锁和我的头骨和骷髅旗自保持秘密。我超爱我的漂亮户外的珍宝盒，因为它看起来像一个真正的宝藏箱。弗林

一张我小猫的有趣照片。我第二喜欢的东西是一只色彩鲜艳的鸟。格蕾丝

我的天线小孩因为我有23个他们，其中一个叫Zap。亨特

我最喜欢的书是《布偶奇奇怪奇家庭》和《熊出没》。我最喜欢的书是《布偶奇奇怪奇家庭》和《熊出没》。伊莎贝拉

我的家人和我有趣的宠物。我的宠物有有趣的命名像Mo Mo, Ickle Pickle, Ben, Hen, Skiddles and Furkis。凯特

我最喜欢的书是《布偶奇奇怪奇家庭》和《熊出没》。我最喜欢的书是《布偶奇奇怪奇家庭》和《熊出没》。伊莎贝拉

显摆我珍宝盒里的星战剑。杰克逊

我最喜欢的书是《布偶奇奇怪奇家庭》和《熊出没》。我最喜欢的书是《布偶奇奇怪奇家庭》和《熊出没》。伊莎贝拉

显摆我珍宝盒里的星战剑。杰克逊

我最喜欢的书是《布偶奇奇怪奇家庭》和《熊出没》。我最喜欢的书是《布偶奇奇怪奇家庭》和《熊出没》。伊莎贝拉

显摆我珍宝盒里的星战剑。杰克逊

我最喜欢的书是《布偶奇奇怪奇家庭》和《熊出没》。我最喜欢的书是《布偶奇奇怪奇家庭》和《熊出没》。伊莎贝拉

显摆我珍宝盒里的星战剑。杰克逊
Being an Olympic year we decided to award ourselves a gold medal for a significant personal achievement.

YEAR 3


BACK ROW: Mrs Leah Minchin, Muys Kaelke, Cooper Chapman, Trent Bergman, Thomas Reigan, Callum Sticksall, Seth Connor, Spencer James, Zulmana Elshinm, Mrs Sue Eldred. MIDDLE ROW: Sarah Lee, Hannah Hills, Ellysha O’Gath, Jacob Powell, Rose Fereday, George Hudson, Tara Mathis, William Tomlinman, Alana Levengston. FRONT ROW: Ashley Tsang, Elley Dymond, Olivia Clinckers, Taylor Smirk, Rachel Cole, Kelsey Rabbidly, Cameron Hanson

Trying my best in the mini Olympics. Aaron
Competing in the Science competition. Ashley
I improved my English by doing neater handwriting. Ayomide
Running the Bunbury Cross-Country IPSHA Carnival really well. Bailey
Coming seventh in Cross-Country in Bunbury. Cooper
Reading in front of the class. Dakota

Getting first girl in Interschool. Elizabeth
Getting better at Viola because I am moving on to new songs fast. Hannah G
Improving my reading this year. Hannah L
Sport, because I came eighth in the Cross-Country. Harrison I
In Science Club, because I am good at making the science things and doing the tasks they give us. Harrison L
Playing Basketball because I am getting better at lay-ups and rebounds. Harry W
Doing the Cross-Country and coming north girl. Isabella Mutha in all areas. Jasmine
My swimming lessons because I am learning new things fast. Jordan
Learning how to play floor hockey. Kian
Improving my hand writing this year. Kian
I was in the 2012 Dance Concert. Loni

Getting chosen for the Opportunities group. Lauren
Making a model aeroplane. Louis
Making a model aeroplane. Matthew T
Getting good at my Maths. Matthew M
Maths, because I always finish my work on time. Oliver
I have improved my swimming. William

I have improved my three times tables. Alana
Getting into Interschool by coming third in Cross-Country. Ashley
Running 1km after school and beating Matthew in running. Callum
I have improved my long jump. Cameron
Getting into the whole WA Art Competition because I improved my art work. Cooper
Learning to type properly and quicker and faster. Elley
I have improved in Cross-Country and I was chosen for the Interschool team. Ellysha

I have been able to jump longer in Long Jump. George
I have improved in my two times tables. Hamish
Learning how to do a swift in handball, now I can play a game of handball without getting out as fast. Jacob
Doing fantastic in Bully that I won two medals. Kelsey
Doing Artistic Gymnastics, especially going on floor where you touch your toes. Mylus
A medal from Weet-Bix triathlon the events were swimming, running and riding. Olivia

Getting a highly commended for my story in the Literature Festival Writing Competition this year Rachel
My art work got in to IPSHA. Rose
I am improving in my reading and am now reading more than one chapter in a book a day. Sarah
Coming first in the Interhouse Cross-Country and getting into IPSHA Cross-Country and coming eighth. Seth
Having my art chosen for the IPSHA. Spencer
I am improving my multiplication and division. Tara

I am getting a lot better at spelling all the time. Before I could not even do spelling, now I can. Taylor
I have improved my running especially my sprinting. Thomas
I am improving my Cross-Country running at school and at home with Mum. Trent
I have improved in Maths, especially with subtraction. William
Coming second in the Swimming Carnival. Zokaria
Year 4 is the best year because…

We get our own official pen licence, our own sleeper, be VIP for a week and we held the first official Plant Exhibition.

Akiid
You get your pen licence and you are able to write in pen, which is pretty cool! 
Amy
We get to do so many special things, such as the first sleeper at school with sumo wrestling in sumo suits.

Aubriana
We get our own official pen licence and a computer. It is the best because you get your own computer.

Caitlin
I love learning about explores.

Cameron K
I just love Year 4.

Grace
You get the best teacher and you get to go on the Year 4 sleepover. Also our teacher is the best teacher ever.

Jeremy
You get to have a Year 4 sleepover. That’s why Year 4 is the best teacher.

Madeline
You get so much different responsibility on your shoulders.

Madison
You get the best teacher and you get to go on our Year 4 sleepover.

Mei
You have so much responsibility on your shoulders.

Meisha
You make so many different friends and go on excursions.

Premila
You get the best teacher and you get to go on the Year 4 sleepover.

Rex
You get the best teacher and you get to go on the Year 4 sleepover.

Sophie
You have the newest and best computer.

Tahlia
You get the best teacher and you get to go on the Year 4 sleepover.

Tia
Every teacher said it is the best. It is also the best because you get a sleeper.

Year 4 is the best year because…

We get to do high jump and earn our pen licence. 
Alex M
You get a pen licence and a computer to share with a fellow classmate.

Alex S
Have you ever tried sleeping somewhere away from a house? Year 4 can go on the Year 4 sleepover.

Alexander
We get to do fun things like catapults in Science. You also get your pen licence and get to go to the IPSHA Art Exhibition. How great is that?

Amy
You get to use pen and not scratchy pencil, because Year 4 is the best.

Benjamin
You get to have a Year 4 sleeper and we get to have a pen licence.

Cameron A
Guess what? Year 3 did not get to go to the awesome sleeper. That’s why Year 4 is the best.

Cameron W
You get to go on your first sleeper. Also Year 4 is the best because you get your own computer.

Charlize
We have the newest and best computer. Year 4 is the best because you get your own computer.

Declan
You get to go on your first school camp.

Raman
It is my first year in this school. Year 4 is a great year.

Samantha
We have a sleeper and you get your pen licence.

Tannia
We are all really good at knowing about explorers. I love all the sporting events we have.

Travis
You get a large computer and you get your pen licence. I love Year 4 Trinity.

Vous get to have a sleepover in the high school. You also get your pen licence. 
Premila
We get to have eight new students which means you will genuinely make new friends.

Remi
You get to go on your first school camp.

Roman
It is my first year in this school. Year 4 is a great year.

Samantha
We have a sleeper and you get your pen licence.

Tannah
We are all really good at knowing about explorers. I love all the sporting events we have.

Year 4 is the best year because…

We get to do so many special things, such as the first sleeper at school with sumo wrestling in sumo suits.

Aubriana
I love learning about explorers and the teachers make it fun.

Caitlin
You earn your official pen licence and you get to draw dragons.

Cameron K
You get to vote for your House Captain and we held our very first Plant Exhibition.

Cameron T
You get the best education that you could possibly get. You get a lot of new things like a pen licence and a computer. It is the best year ever.

Pyron
We get our pen licence, a computer to share with your own password and you get to be VIP for a week. Jadyn
We get to have a different VIP each week that can have special privileges.

Jumal
You can be VIP for a week. The VIP has special privileges like picking the reward game for the class.

James
We can solve our own problems.

Jeremy
You get your very first exciting sleeper.

Kristen
We get to go to the Interschool Swimming Carnival for the first time.

Laura
We get to have a VIP every week as the person changes. I wish Year 4 would last longer.

Alexandria
We get to learn about explorers and you get to draw dragons.

Luke
You get to earn your pen licence.

Marsus
We get our very first sleeper. It is also the best school ever because we have awesome teachers.

Matthew
You get to have a sleeper at school and its coooooool.

Matthias
We represent our school at the Interschool Swimming Carnival.

Melisha
We can learn fascinating things about early explorers.

Moli
We get to have a sleepover in the high school. You also get your pen licence.

Premila
We get eight new students which means you will genuinely make new friends.

Remi
You get to go on your first school camp.

Raman
It is my first year in this school. Year 4 is a great year.

Samantha
We have a sleeper and you get your pen licence.

Tannah
We are all really good at knowing about explorers. I love all the sporting events we have.

Year 4 Trinity
You get to use pen and not scratchy pencil, because Year 4 is the best.

Benjamin
You get to have a Year 4 sleeper and we get to have a pen licence.

Cameron A
Guess what? Year 3 did not get to go to the awesome sleeper. That’s why Year 4 is the best.

Cameron W
You get to go on your first sleeper. Also Year 4 is the best because you get your own computer.

Charlize
We have the newest and best computer.

Declan
You get to use a pen and you learn a new sport, high jump. Wow, all that in one year!

Felix
We are first to get our pen licence.

Grace
You get to have a Year 4 sleeper. It is also the best because you get to have the best teacher ever.

Jacob
There are so many things, but the best is our great teacher.

Jamie
You get to do loads of fun stuff like the sleeper, you get your pen licence and you do fun stuff in Science. Can you believe that this year we got to do catapults?

Jasper
It is the first time students earn their pen licence and they also have a Year 4 sleeper.

Jia
We have fun people and the teachers help us a lot.

Joshua
Have you ever wondered why Year 4 students are always smiling? That’s because in Year 4 we get to try new things and we do not have to worry about NAPLAN.

Ksenya
You get to have a Year 4 sleeper. That’s why Year 4 is awesome.

Madeleine
Why would you want to be in Year 3 when in Year 4 you get to have a Year 4 sleeper?

Madison
You get the best, kindest and caring teacher in the school.

You also get to go on the Year 4 sleepover.

Matthew
We get to participate in the sleepover where we went swimming and used the sumo suits.

Rex
You get your pen licence and you get to go to the Year 4 sleepover.

Sophie
You have so much responsibility on your shoulders.

Tahlia
You make so many different friends and go on excursions.

Tia
Every teacher said it is the best. It is also the best because you get a sleeper.

Tyler
You get to go on the Year 4 sleepover.
This year I rocked at…

Swimming because I got Champion Girl. Allysha
Athletics because the Athletics Carnival, I was one of
the few people who made it into A Division for every event.
Amiyde
100m sprints because I was in the first group of A Division.
Benjamin
My Maths because I have improved and been practising more.
Cameron
Art because my portrait painting got chosen for the IPSHA Art Exhibition.
Catherine
The Athletics Carnival because I was in A Division for every event and came first in high jump.
Dayne
Athletics because I got a ribbon for each individual event. Emma C
Fractions and times tables because I practised them every night. Emma W
Health because I hosted a successful three-way interview with Mrs. Miss Smith and myself. Erin
History because I learnt some new fascinating facts on the Gold Rush in Kalgoorlie. Eva
Throwing the javelin in the Athletics Carnival because I came fourth. Harrison
Swimming because I came Runner-up Champion Boy. Harry
Science because I was selected for the Science FQ quiz team and we won. Jack
The Athletics Carnival because I was in A Division for every event. Lauren
Cross-Country because I really really well and I encouraged anybody who looked like they needed help and needed a boost. Louis
Making friends because now I can have fun doing different things with a range of friends. Luke
Dance because I really enjoyed it and I am good at it. Matthew
100m sprints because I came third in B Division. Michael
Sport because I come Runner-Up Champion. Nicole
Science because I was making different art works and also working with Mrs. Makinson.
Sport because I came first in all of my races in swimming. Olivia
100m sprints because I got second place against fast people and Cameron only just beat me. Philip
The Swimming Carnival because I came first in all of my races, except for butterfly. Ryan
The Athletics Carnival because I was in Division B for most of my events and I was also in A Division for hurdles and 400m. Samuel
Sport because I was Champion Girl in Cross-Country. Sarah
Swimming because I got Runner-Up Champion in the Swimming Carnival in Term 1. Taylor
Soccer because I have become better at being a goalie. Thelini
Cross-Country because I got Champion Boy for the first time. Thomas
I thought it was really tough because they did not listen to you, but they were really funny. Adam
A Kindy called Zoe loved playing with me. She laughed and cried every time I missed the ball. Alicia
It was really hard because you had to get the Kindys to listen and trust you. Anjali
It was cool to see my friends, and Pre-Primaries in their rhythms. Ariella
My favourite activity was getting involved with the Kindy and Pre-Primary students. Benjamin
I loved it when the Kindy students ran too far away because it was hard to stop them. Brayden
It was really funny seeing all of them walking in different directions looking for someone to guide them. Callum
Some of them did not want to play but I still had fun. Adelobowale
I really enjoyed leading, playing and helping with all the Kindys and Pre-Primaries in their Athletics Carnival. Ella
I was really good at getting the Kindys to listen and Pre-Primaries laugh. Fortune
I loved it when Chloe from Kindy asked me to hold her hand and jump over the hurdles with her. Indiana
Something that I found cool about little kids is that they are active. Jack
It was also tiring because we had to try to keep the Kindys and Pre-Primary in the circle. Jamie
It was extremely fun when we did ‘Scarecrow’. All the Pre-Primaries were running around like crazy. Jasmine
It was funny when my group went to ‘Duck in the Mud’ (Scarecrow) because Jamie, Ariella and I were running away from the Pre-Primaries. Jesika
I loved the Pre-Primaries and the Kindys because they were so fun to encourage and help. Joshua
I think a great achievement of mine was when I made the kids laugh and I got to help the kids get a ‘bullseye’. Matteo
I found playing ‘Pacman’ at least 20 times very fun, but tiring. Millie
I think I did well at explaining the rules of the egg and spoon race to the Pre-Primaries. Ryan
I think it was a great achievement of mine was when I made the kids laugh. It was the Pre-Primaries and Kindy at their Athletics Carnival. Paris
I think a great achievement of mine was that I was able to get some of the kids away from their parents when they were too nervous to participate. Ryan
I loved it when I made a Kindy named Tilly smile and have fun. When she was nervous. Taylah
I think I was good at getting them to participate in the sack race. Thomas
I liked helping the kids have fun and they laughed when I fell out the sack. Zachary

We have had many responsibilities this year and one of them was assisting at the Kindergarten and Pre-Primary Athletics Carnival in Term 3. Here are our experiences…

BACK ROW: Mrs Cheryl Parcell, Taylah Ion, Michael Bellgard, Benjamin McVeigh, Ayomide Afolabi, Erin Morton, Harrison McKinnon,
Luke Miller, Samuel Dajo, Alfiea McIntosh, Mr Lucas Collins (Term 1) MIDDLE ROW: Nadine James, Sarah Cross, Luke Thompson, Cameron Muller, Jack O’Connor, Trent Wijema, Phil Newton, David Newton, Olivia Day, Emma Cameron (Term 2) FRONT ROW: Thomas Hastley, Ryan Becker, Nicole Curra, Catherine Choung, Eva South, Emma Watson, Lauren Hansen, Harry Watkins, Matthew Maxwell

ABSENT: Ms Isurer Smith (Terms 2-4)

JUNIOR SCHOOL
I remember when...

I was in Year 1 and I never had any recess play because I spent all my time eating my globe grapes. I fell out of my bed!

I remember when...

We went to Uluru and had fun on our iPads. We shared as many games as we could. Ben Mr Baptiste dressed up as a famous Bollywood movie star at camp. Callum We went to Interschool Basketball, and the look on the McDonald’s cashier’s face when Mr Wilson ordered 20 soft serve Chcolates. (That was the best basket ever.)

We were in Drama and we were acting in a Cinderella play and I had to carry Harrison, who was wearing a dress. Khuln I was in the Cat and the Fiddle concert in Kindy. I was the cow and I all day stood there.

We had a water balloon fight on the last day of Term 4 in Year 4. Chase We were in Pre-Primary and got a block for eating a bowl of lollies which they were using to decorate cookies. Cleo I made my first friend, Chase, in Year 2. Connor B The boys in Year 1 sat in the wheelbarrows and the others raced them around the playground. Connor O was showing me her wobbly pants! I was in Pre-Primary and got a black mark for eating a bowl of lollies which they were using to decorate cookies. Cleo I made my first friend, Chase, in Year 2. Connor B

I was in Kindy, we decorated tea cups for Mother’s Day. Juvenna I won Cross-Country in Year 3. Lara I was in Year 1 and I got the teacher! I always wanted to have the biggest grin ever. Lauryn We were at the ISPFA concert in Year 5 and Steven T went really red. Matthew I was in Kindy, the Easter bunny came and left paw prints on the playground and everyone else had one. Max I was in Kindy, the Easter bunny came and left paw prints on the playground and everyone else had one. Max

We were at Uluru and had fun on our iPads. We shared as many games as we could. Ben Mr Baptiste dressed up as a famous Bollywood movie star at camp. Callum We went to Interschool Basketball, and the look on the McDonald’s cashier’s face when Mr Wilson ordered 20 soft serve Chcolates. (That was the best basket ever.)

We were at Nanga Camp and Mr Wilson played heavy metal music to wake us all up. Finn 6W went to the mud pit with our Year 1 buddies for an epic mud fight.

We were in Drama and we were acting in a Cinderella play and I had to carry Harrison, who was wearing a dress. Khuln I was in the Cat and the Fiddle concert in Kindy. I was the cow and I all day stood there.

We had a water balloon fight on the last day of Term 4 in Year 4. Chase We were in Pre-Primary and got a block for eating a bowl of lollies which they were using to decorate cookies. Cleo I made my first friend, Chase, in Year 2. Connor B

I was in Kindy, we decorated tea cups for Mother’s Day. Juvenna I won Cross-Country in Year 3. Lara I was in Year 1 and I got the teacher! I always wanted to have the biggest grin ever. Lauryn We were at the ISPFA concert in Year 5 and Steven T went really red. Matthew I was in Kindy, the Easter bunny came and left paw prints on the playground and everyone else had one. Max I was in Kindy, the Easter bunny came and left paw prints on the playground and everyone else had one. Max

We were in Drama and we were acting in a Cinderella play and I had to carry Harrison, who was wearing a dress. Khuln I was in the Cat and the Fiddle concert in Kindy. I was the cow and I all day stood there.

We had a water balloon fight on the last day of Term 4 in Year 4. Chase We were in Pre-Primary and got a block for eating a bowl of lollies which they were using to decorate cookies. Cleo I made my first friend, Chase, in Year 2. Connor B

I was in Kindy, we decorated tea cups for Mother’s Day. Juvenna I won Cross-Country in Year 3. Lara I was in Year 1 and I got the teacher! I always wanted to have the biggest grin ever. Lauryn We were at the ISPFA concert in Year 5 and Steven T went really red. Matthew I was in Kindy, the Easter bunny came and left paw prints on the playground and everyone else had one. Max I was in Kindy, the Easter bunny came and left paw prints on the playground and everyone else had one. Max
YEAR 4 SLEEPOVER

On the 6 September 2012, a bunch of very excited Year 4 students returned to school at 5.30pm and headed up to the Senior School Dance Studio.

After picking up our sleeping bags and putting them in the Upper Theatre, the teachers split us into two groups. One group went to the Aquatic Centre to have a swim and the other group played giant games. Our favourite game was sumo wrestling.

The Year 4 students then gathered for pizza and cake for Felix’s birthday. After we ate, we switched groups. When we finished, we headed to the Upper Theatre to watch How to Train Your Dragon. At 11.00pm we snuggled into our sleeping bags and had a few hours of sleep.

In the morning, we had yummy breakfast burgers and a juice. We packed up, brushed our teeth and boarded the bus to Fremantle.

One group went to the Maritime Museum and the other went to the Shipwreck Galleries. We had lunch at Cicerellos and switched groups again. At the Shipwreck Gallery we were split into groups to make boats and test them in the water tank. We headed back to school very tired and ready for our parents to pick us up.

Ksenya Kerapa and Travis Gauntlett
Year 4

YEAR 5 BICKLEY CAMP

On Wednesday, 14 March 2012 the excited Year 5s set off for their camp to Bickley.

When we arrived we were split into four groups to take part in many exciting activities. Our favourite activity was the three metre high and 100 metre long Flying Fox.

We also enjoyed the fun of Search and Rescue, where we were chased by the enemy blue team while trying to gather all 12 clues to find the blueprints. Swimming in the refreshing dam after all our activities was another big highlight each evening.

After our final activity on Wednesday, we had dinner and took part in some fun five minute challenges and a quiz. Group Four were the champions of these activities!

Thursday was another busy day of amazing activities. Then that night after dinner (which was most students’ favourite meal – spaghetti - yum!), we enjoyed some popcorn and juice boxes whilst watching the hilarious movie Garfield 2. We slept much better on the second night than the first - in fact many of us started dozing off during the movie!

We would like to thank all the Teachers who made this fantastic Camp possible and cannot wait for Nanga in 2013.

Allysha McIntosh and Taylah Ion
Year 5
RED CENTRE TOUR

ON 14 July 2012, 16 excited Year 6’s with Ms Crane, Mr Collins and Mr Randall left Perth to head on the Red Centre Tour.

One of the purposes of the tour was to experience and be surrounded by Aboriginal Australian culture. We experienced this at the Uluru Kata Tjuta Cultural Centre, where we saw a huge variety of beautiful aboriginal paintings. We also had the opportunity to visit Ochre Pits, and see the different materials used to make aboriginal paints.

A highlight of the trip was when we walked around Uluru. We were all in awe of the size and felt the presence of its power.

It was a similar experience at the top of King’s Canyon. The panoramic view was spectacular with rocky hills, rivers and trees. We also walked within Kata Tjuta which blew us all away. We wish we could go again.

All the students who attended the Red Centre Tour really enjoyed the trip very much, and were very glad we went. We would easily recommend it to anyone who is interested in history, culture and lots of laughter.

We would like to give huge thanks to our parents for funding the trip and to the three fantastic Staff who accompanied us. Special thanks to Mr Randall who organised the tour.

Steven Thiele and Eliana Ash
Year 6

YEAR 6 NANGA BUSH CAMP

Fifty-six students travelled to Nanga and stayed in a place called the Woodshed for the 2012 Year 6 Camp.

During our stay we had some memorable moments and completed some challenging activities such as Mr Baptist’s bustling biathlon, orienteering and ‘Lost at Mt Nanga’, where survival was put to the test. We had to build a shelter that was stable, suitable for the elements and would cover our whole team.

Other awesome day activities included flat water rafting, where we got to push our friends off the rafts, some even had trouble swimming because they were laughing so much. Many of the activities took us out of our comfort zone, such as climbing the very tall ladder before attempting the flying fox.

The indoor activities included; boomerang making, cooking, watching the movie Despicable Me, playing giant games, noodle throwing, wheelie boards (which everyone loved), floor hockey, beanbag throwing and a memorable quiz night with a very special host. All of these were enjoyed after our action packed day, so when bed time came around we were ready to hit the hay.

Our parents and Teachers were very pleased that we all returned safely from our four-day adventure, which was just in time for the Easter school holidays and time for the parents to catch up on all the washing.

Thank you to the Teachers for taking us on such a great adventure, one that we will never forget.

Mia Hughes
Year 6
INTERHOUSE SWIMMING CARNIVAL

On Thursday, 1 March 2012 students in Years 3 – 6 participated in the annual Interhouse Swimming Carnival. This was the first sporting event for the year, with students competing in the new six College Houses – Cowan, Durack, Forrest, Murdoch, O’Connor and Stirling. In the morning, the Years 3 and 4 students swam and cheered for their Houses. After lunch, Years 5 and 6 students were ready for their turn in the pool. All students who participated displayed great endeavour and enthusiasm.

INTERHOUSE CROSS-COUNTRY

On Tuesday, 3 July 2012 students in Years 3 – 6 participated in the Junior School Interhouse Cross-Country Carnival, held on the College oval. Great endeavour and stamina were shown by the young competitors. Congratulations to Durack House for their victory at the event.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING AGE CHAMPIONS:

THE FINAL COMBINED RESULTS WERE:

The Final Combined Results were:

1st Cowan
2nd Forrest
3rd Murdoch
4th O’Connor
5th Durack
6th Stirling

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING AGE CHAMPIONS:

Year 3 Girl
Lani Robinson
Year 3 Boy
Louis Walkden & Zakaria Ebrahim
Year 4 Girl
Amy Morgan
Year 4 Boy
Cameron Webb
Year 5 Girl
Sarah Cross
Year 5 Boy
Harry Watkins
Year 6 Girl
Mia Hughes
Year 6 Boy
Shaun Morgan

Champion
Lauren McVeigh
Seth Connor
Alexandra O’Brien
Benjamin Coleman
Allysha McIntosh
Adam John
Holly Morgan
Steven Theile

THE FINAL COMBINED RESULTS WERE:

The Final Combined Results were:

1st Durack
2nd O’Connor
3rd Cowan
4th Stirling & Forrest
5th Murdoch

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING AGE CHAMPIONS:

Year 3 Girl
Lauren McVeigh
Year 3 Boy
Seth Connor
Year 4 Girl
Alexandra O’Brien
Year 4 Boy
Benjamin Coleman
Year 5 Girl
Allysha McIntosh
Year 5 Boy
Adam John
Year 6 Girl
Holly Morgan
Year 6 Boy
Steven Theile

Champion
Elisabeth Marshall
Seth Connor
Amy Morgan
Jomal Fanaian & Cameron Webb
Sarah Cross
Thomas Heatley
Holly Morgan
Harrison Woodfield-Hoare
On Thursday, 13 September 2012 the Junior School Interhouse Athletics Carnival took place on the College oval. Years 3 – 6 students competed, with Cowan House ultimately taking the trophy for first place with a one point win over Forrest.

**INTERHOUSE ATHLETICS CARNIVAL**

The final combined results were:

1st. COWAN
2nd. FORREST
3rd. DURACK
4th. STIRLING
5th. O’CONNOR
6th. MURDOCH

**CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING AGE CHAMPIONS:**

**RUNNER-UP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>RUNNER-UP</th>
<th>CHAMPION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 3</td>
<td>Ayomide Olowookere</td>
<td>Elisabeth Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 3</td>
<td>Seth Connor</td>
<td>Cooper Searle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 4</td>
<td>Amy Morgan</td>
<td>Alex Murray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 4</td>
<td>Ethan Siebel</td>
<td>Jamal Fonason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 5</td>
<td>Jamie Hill</td>
<td>Nadine James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 5</td>
<td>Adam John</td>
<td>Thomas Hearley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 6</td>
<td>Holly Morgan</td>
<td>Aneeka Le Roux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 6</td>
<td>Connor O’Dwyer</td>
<td>Bailey Iuliano</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PUBLIC SPEAKING
BACK ROW: Liam Angus, Benjamin McVeigh, Zachary McKinnon, Lewis Wyatt, Harrison McKinnon, Mrs Sue Gilmartin
FRONT ROW: Catherine Cleang, Ryan Becker, Taylah Ion, Joshua Bermsans, N hailine James, Thomas Heatley
ABSENT: Jessica Cathomas, Jack O’Connor, Mrs Edel Harris

FLIGHT CLUB
BACK ROW: Jeremy Ash, Michael Bellgard, Mr Cameron Beanlands, Christopher Jarvis, Harriet Hollows
FRONT ROW: Kian Hart, Rami Hart, Declan Burnee, Louis Walkden, Harriet Hillier
ABSENT: Thomas Heatley, Cameron Tong, Jadyn Wong, Marcus Wong

JUNIOR SCHOOL SCIENCE CLUB
BACK ROW: Millie Smith, Michael Bellgard, Fynn Gardner, Liam Levingston, Daniel Curl, Kristen Penny, Jeremy Ash
MIDDLE ROW: Mrs Sarita Minno, Louis Walkden, Jadyn Wong, Cameron Webb, Jamie Lang, Declan Burnee, Rami Hart, Cameron Tong, Mrs Dina Evans
FRONT ROW: Harrison Lapocky, Harriet Hillier, Olivia Cleckers, Ashley Baring, Aubriana Jeffery, Jacob Powell, Kian Hart

JUNIOR SCHOOL PROPS CLUB
BACK ROW: Mrs Sarah Alleno, Liam Levingston, Jason Collin, Mr Philip Randall
FRONT ROW: Millie Smith, Michael Bellgard, Christopher Jarvis, Marcus Wong

YEAR 6 SPEAKERS’ CHALLENGE
LEFT TO RIGHT: Steven Thiele, George Balding, Holly Morgan, Mr Philip Randall

ROBOTICS
BACK ROW: Chloe Lake, Ben Clark, Mr Karen Donnelly, Matthew Stickells, Mungo Crichton
FRONT ROW: Geanneke Boyer-Funnell, Connor O’Dwyer, Khulan Ganeson-Hands, Harrison Woodfield-Hoare
CLUBS, GROUPS & ACTIVITIES PHOTOS

SATURDAY MORNING NETBALL


YEARS 1 – 4 BEFORE SCHOOL SOCCER

MUSIC WITHIN THE CLASSROOM

This Music program in the Junior School is underpinned by the Orff approach to Music education. This is a holistic and all-inclusive approach, where students are actively involved in Music making, composing, creating and performing. The success with this method is evident in the school, where whole classes are involved in performances at College Assemblies and in the community. To enrich the Music program further, elements from the Kodaly approach have also been included, with a strong focus on the development of aural perception and musicianship, as well as the reading of notation.

CHORAL MUSIC

Choral singing is an essential component of the Music program, and all students are given the opportunity to experience Choral singing within the classroom. An internal Choral Festival is held annually, where every class from Years 1 to 6 performs a short program as a choir. In 2012, each class presented three works, including an Indigenous song. Mr John Beaverstock adjudicated the Festival, where a high standard of performance was achieved.

Three extracurricular choirs provide extension for talented and interested students: The Little Saints’ Choir (Year 2), Junior Voices (Years 3/4), and the Saints’ Voices (Years 5/6). These choirs perform regularly at the College and community events. In Term 2, these choirs performed in the whole school Choral Concert, Saints in Song, at the St George’s Cathedral.

INSTRUMENTAL WORK

Students have the opportunity to learn guitar, percussion, piano, harp or any orchestral instrument of their choice.

All Year 3 students have the opportunity to receive tuition in a string instrument or recorder as part of their curriculum. There are three string Ensembles in the Junior School to provide additional developmental opportunities for all students at their level of performance: Saints’ Strings - the Senior Ensemble, Kids String Ensemble - a group of string players who have been introduced to ensemble work, and the Suzuki Ensemble - a special group session for the Suzuki students who have reached the required level of performance.

WIND BAND PROGRAM

The Wind Band Program, which was introduced five years ago, gives all students in Year 5 the opportunity to learn a woodwind or brass instrument. All students receive instrumental tuition and have a band session once a week, during a Class Music period. This program has been extended into Year 6, where selected students also participate in a percussion ensemble.

PERFORMANCE OPPORTUNITIES

There are more than 200 students learning an instrument in the Junior School, and to provide everyone with at least one solo performance opportunity, four soirées are held during the year. Many students are also entered into the instrumental and vocal sections of the Local Eisteddfod.

JUNIOR SCHOOL CONCERT – Treading Gently

Every child in the Junior School performed in the Junior School Concert on Thursday, 20 September 2012. The theme of the night was Treading Gently, and each year group presented a Dance or Music item on an environmental theme derived from their curriculum. The concert concluded with a spectacular Years 3 - 6 Finale.

The Junior School Music Program extends into many aspects of school life. The program stretches the gifted and talented, but also aids the development of students coping with learning challenges. It is all-inclusive, child focused, and celebrates creativity.

Mrs Anita Newhouse
Junior School Music Teacher

JUNIOR SCHOOL DANCE

The Junior School Dance program fosters the growth of creativity, physical skills and cooperation. In fortnightly lessons, children develop confidence in expressing ideas through movement, choreographing short works and performing for others. In addition, they develop their ability to interpret the movement of others, discuss dance and support each other in movement exploration.

The primary focus of 2012 has been skill and creative development in preparation for Treading Gently, this year’s Junior School Performing Arts Concert. Students investigated classroom environmental topics in their dance lessons, finding ways to communicate ideas through movement, integrated with Music. Classes helped students develop their folk dance, partnering and contact skills, and performance personas in preparation for the concert in September.

Students who have a particular interest and talent in dance can join the Extracurricular Dance program-Junior Dancers, which focuses on technical skills and creating dances for large performances. This year, the Junior Dancers performed in the annual College Dance Concert showcasing their work alongside the Senior School Dance students at the John Curtin Theatre in Fremantle.

JUNIOR SCHOOL DRAMA

Students in Year 6 are provided the opportunity to develop their personal expression through a Drama program. It is a great opportunity to combine their verbal and physical skills as a means of communicating artistically.

Through improvisation, play-building and performance, students were encouraged to challenge their own boundaries and support the growth of others. Amongst it all, students were introduced to the language of theatre, used planning workbooks, and experimented with costumes and props. This year’s students took on the challenge of drama with great gusto, really extending themselves and supporting each other to take risks, develop empathy and become confident performers.

In 2012, Drama program highlights included fairy tale performances for buddy classes and news broadcasting performances as part of Treading Gently, the Junior School Arts Concert.

Mrs Sandra Farr
Junior School Dance and Drama Teacher
JUNIOR VOICES
BACK ROW: Amy Morgan, Madeon Gauntlett, Daniel Carl, James Lund, Ian Robinson, Jamal Fanaian, Amy Stone, Sophie Wyatt, Travis Gauntlett
THIRD ROW: Mrs Anita Neavehouse, Alex Murray, Matthew Gault, Callie de Wind, Jamie Lang, Jacob Dean, Aporosa Olowo-Ackah, Alexandra O’Brien, Harrison Inon, Hannah Green, Alex Saunders, Mrs Angela Cumia
SECOND ROW: Charlotte Scott, Cameron Stone, Ellysha Gault, Tara Milne, Jordan Spoors, Ahsa Bunwood, Rami Hart, Olivia O’Connor, Louise Whilson, Alanna Livingstone
FRONT ROW: Jasmine Pfeifer, Kelsey Baldelli, Rachel Cole, Kian Hart, Jasper Saunders, Hannah Hillie, Sarah Lee, Ashley Stone, Cameron Hansen

LITTLE SAINTS
BACK ROW: Mrs Anita Neavehouse, Damilola Oyewopo, Virginia Wyllie-Bucknam, Emily Arne, Charlotte Store, Ethan Hipper, Mitchell Rogers, Georgia Store, Rachel Vojnic, Sean Nygren, Mrs Angela Cumia
MIDDLE ROW: Haydn Webb, Eleanor Murray, Kirrilee Missen, Yan Liu, Abbie Collins, Charlotte Shaw, Matthew Flint, Jacob Hudson-Smith, Finlay Balding, Connor Young
FRONT ROW: Isabella Chen, Jackson Bright, Will Hartley, Julius Clegg, Mariah Ebrahim, Mia Millward, Elisa Yalmaloe, Kate Bafey, Joshua Chen
ABSENT: Liam Spozetta, Jade Souci, Angela Loxton

SAINTS’ VOICES
BACK ROW: Sean Tracks, Cathy Soon, Georgia Bolding, Jerrin Collins, Irena Wyatt, Holly Morgan, Lara Burness
THIRD ROW: Joshua Bergmans, Sarah Cross, Lara Guli, Elaine Smith, Genevieve Young-Funnel, Jessica Cathem, Janae He
SECOND ROW: Akira Smith, Tonya Glogowski-Watson, Angela Mahrs, Alysha McIntosh, Lauren Anderson, Ellysha Ash
FRONT ROW: Benjamin McWhirter, Brianne McHugh
FRONT ROW: Matthew Maxwell, Emma Watson, Alice Wong, Mrs Angela Cumia, Emma Cumming, Catherine Choong, Lauren Hanson

KIDS’ STRING ENSEMBLE
BACK ROW: Alice Wong, James Lund, Mrs Thea Kotze
MIDDLE ROW: Zachary Clegg, Taylor Smith, Nadine James, Mrs Thea Kotze
FRONT ROW: Mei Thompson, Matthew Stickells, Andie Lu

SAINTS’ STRING ENSEMBLE
BACK ROW: Clio Clegg, Taylor Smith, Nadine James, Mrs Thea Kotze
MIDDLE ROW: Mei Thompson, Matthew Stickells, Andie Lu
FRONT ROW: Mei Thompson, Matthew Stickells, Andie Lu

SUZUKI CELLO GROUP LESSON
LEFT TO RIGHT: Harrison Laycock, Tannah Groveson, Tara Mishra, Mrs Thea Kotze
ALL SAINTS’ RECORDER ENSEMBLE

BACK ROW: Kristen Penny, Daniel Curl, Mrs Irene Batini, Felicity Metcalfe, Kenya Kampa
FRONT ROW: Alex Murray, Carleen de Wind, Alex Saunders, Abruano Jeffery

SUZUKI VIOLIN GROUP LESSON

LEFT TO RIGHT: Marinah Ebrahim, Mrs Theo Kotze, Isabelle Chen ABSENT: Jade Souczek

JUNIOR DANCERS - BOYS
BACK ROW: Harry Watkins, Harrison Woodfield-Horne, Jason Collins, Connor O’Dwyer, James Long
FRONT ROW: Cameron Nelder, Declan Burrows, Felix Greenhill, Jacob Dean ABSENT: Christopher Irvine, Adam John, Mrs Sandra Farr

JUNIOR DANCERS - YEARS 5 & 6 GIRLS
BACK ROW: Eliane Smith, Lara Burrows, Holly Morgan, Clara Nelson, James Hill, Sarah Cross
MIDDLE ROW: Tadah Smith, Kate Clacy, Lauren Anderson, Jessica Catham, Elana Ash, Alexah Wintgen, Olivia Day
FRONT ROW: Millie Smith, Catherine Cheung, Hadine James, Indra Connor, Szenervo Travers, Stephanie Bokan ABSENT: Mrs Sandra Farr, Harriet Holbrook, Erin Morton

JUNIOR DANCERS - YEARS 3 & 4 GIRLS
BACK ROW: Alexandra O’Brien, Amy Morgan, Madison Gassett, Sam Rubenstein, Neisha McKenzie, Tahika Holloway, Hannah Greene
FRONT ROW: Alana Levingston, Charlize Scott, Premika Greaves-Cuts, Elise Dymond, Rhea Arken, Olivia Clinckers, Rachael Cole ABSENT: Mrs Sandra Farr, Kelady Biddulph, Sophie Wyatt
The enthusiasm and pride evident in every member of Cowan House led to many successful achievements throughout the year.

Cowan House is well-known for pioneering extracurricular activities and this year was no different. We held numerous barbecues and breakfasts for the entire House throughout the year, and a special lunch for Year 12s in Term 3.

The Interhouse Swimming Carnival in Term 1 was the first major event for Cowan and ran smoothly with every event being filled. In Term 2, the Interhouse Cross-Country Carnival was a great success with Cowan taking home the winner’s trophy. This was a great effort by everyone in the House!

The Interhouse Athletics Carnival was kicked off with the sizzle and pop of bacon and sausages at the House breakfast. This was followed by an excellent day of competing in the sunshine. Despite the large amount of injuries on the day, every event was again filled and there was a true showing of Cowan spirit within every competitor in the House.

Cowan showed that they were not only athletic champions, but cultural prodigies too. Strong results in the Chess and Debating competitions throughout all year groups and a solid performance in the Battle of the Choirs. This highlights the diversity and character throughout Cowan House.

Incredible participation saw Cowan win the Interhouse Afterschool Sport shield. The student support to the Council, Teachers and peers is greatly appreciated and we could not have asked for a better House.

A big thanks to Mr Lanigan for his efforts throughout the year, we could not have done it without him!

Matthew Ramanah, Rebekah Bide, Helen Russell and Georgina Brentson
Cowan House Captains 2012
2012 has been a stressful, yet amazing and exciting year for Durack House.

Our most emphasised values have shone through with every member willing to participate and have a go, knowing that they have the support and encouragement of every other ‘Durackian’. We commend you for all your commitment this year and encourage its continuance in future years.

Durack had not won an Interhouse Swimming Carnival for more than 10 years. We were privileged enough to help lead the House to a win this year, which resulted in Mr Hill having a celebratory jump in the pool after the announcement. This outstanding result was due to not only the spectacular swimming done by everyone, but also the help from the Durack Student Council and all our volunteers who made the day run so smoothly.

The Cross-Country Carnival occurred in Term 2, with Durack placing third overall. The Athletics Carnival was an amazing day, with brilliant weather for the Year 12’s last Interhouse activity. Unfortunately due to a string of injury and illnesses, Durack was unable to replicate the successes from the beginning of the year. However, the number of athletes who stepped up and ran events they were not prepared for, was wonderful to see. Congratulations to O’Connor who won their first Athletics Carnival in the history of the College.

This year is certainly not one anyone will forget easily, with both O’Connor and Durack breaking their losing streaks. We would like to show our appreciation to the Durack Head of House, Mr Hill, who has worked tirelessly to ensure a positive atmosphere within the House.

He has also supported us, taking some of the responsibilities off during heavy workloads and giving free rein, enabling us to take control, test ourselves and lead the House. We would also like to thank Freya, Megan, Nick, Rahan, Davina, Holly, Josh, Matt and Tom for all their efforts in their roles this year as Durack House Council, as well as all the Tutors for their continuing dedication.

Dominic Brown and Danielle Carr
Durack House Captains 2012

BACK ROW:
Ashley McPhee, Wilson Ardell, Kendall Dalitz, Matthew Coupar, Jack Smythe, James Handford, Dane Cochrane, Marcus Radford, Tim Raine, Alex Weetra, James Braynt, Alexander Hudson, Sean Howson, Benjamin Walker, Nick Dumas

SIXTH ROW:
Eddie Xu, Benjamin Anderson, Joseph Baker, Jared McMurray, Davina Daudu, Chelsea White, Aaron Manus, Emily Kayser, Kelly Atkin-Fox, Chantelle Gilbert, Hudson Campbell, Ben Footery, Stuart Raine, Matthew Aylmore, Freya Pritchard, Will McMahon, Jackson White

FIFTH ROW:
Marina Torres, Sophie Ralphy, Megan Frenzy, Caitlin Strange, Rachel Howell, Dunoon Gliseowikos-Watson, Jeremy Meares, Holly Howson, Georgia Bailey, Sonja Wetera, Lauren Foster, Samantha Atkin-Fox, Chloe Bygrave, Dewi Karaka, Rachel Tavell, Camail Hairfords, Sean Rogers, Brendan Gilbert

FOURTH ROW:
Katie Meardon, Bethany Coupar, Isabella Troyanowski, Leila Ray, Rahan Voon, Rangis Rangir, Alex Theiler, Jack McIntyre, Alex Frog, Alex McRae, Kylee Whiteford, Troy Verity, Declan Berry, Dema Xu, Amy Meascham, Christopher John Daud, Sebrian Brennan, Rachel Nasang, Lachlan Rogers, Catrin Zabard, Matthew Taylor

THIRD ROW:
Aiden Capito, Alex Baker, Sam Howson, Nickel Mak, Rana Ray, Laura Rober, Karyn Harris, Isabella Tufill, Brandon Zammit, Sarah O’Connor

SECOND ROW:
Steffi Brough, Sam Howson, Nicki Mak, Rana Ray, Laura Rober, Karyn Harris, Isabella Tufill, Brandon Zammit, Lauren Hudda, Jack Howson, Riley Vaughan, Rachel Nicholls, Kyla Bellford-Thomas, Isaac Langdon, Chloe James, Michelle Hart, Niaa Orpin

FRONT ROW:
Anna Ghari, Jasper Lush, William Hitchfield-Kennedy, Clare McNair, Mrs Kylie Moorman, Mr Geoffrey Rouse, Amelia Arndell, Dominic Brown, Mr Gregory Hill, Danielle Carr, Mr Peter Gaull, Ms Hayley Wellington, Miss Fama Maslens, Grace Clowes, Anthony Tufill, Jordan Bell, Madison Haas

ABSENT:
Harrison Baker, Carly Brodzell, Daniel Cumming, Griffin Entwistle, Elise Johns, James Morewood, Harris Miller, Zote Czmienski, Zachary Watkins, Alisa McKinnon, Bronwen Anderson, Sam Rogers, Ms Jaelle Wiedemann, Mrs Melissa Gregory
Amongst the greenery of Forrest House you will find the values of teamwork, friendship, support and participation. These are core to all of the students and Staff members. We are proud Captains to lead and be a part of a House filled with the willingness to cooperate and where a sense of community prevails. This year, Forrest House has set and achieved significant goals. Our success is a direct result of the qualities displayed by its members.

The Years 7 and 8 House Day was a joyous start to the year, filled with House pride. The students were able to build new friendships between themselves, the brilliant Peer Support leaders, and the wonderful Staff.

Our success in Interhouse activities was reflected in a high level of commitment, enjoyment and 100% participation. This would not have been achieved without the cooperation and dedication of all Forrest members.

The good news and achievements of House members was regularly celebrated at House meetings via the “Forrest Grapevine”. This new initiative served to enhance awareness and a sense of community amongst the House. Birthdays cards and well wishes were delivered to all members of the House to commemorate their special day.

Whilst it was sad to see our old mascot reach retirement, the introduction of ‘Sherwood the Dragon’ (named by Ms Sue Watson’s Tutor Group) at the Interhouse Athletics Carnival, was highly anticipated and provided great motivation. The House Council worked hard to raise funds to enable this to come to fruition.

Forrest House further developed its connections with the wider community by contributing to the Wheelchairs for Kids charity. We did so by collecting and donating aluminium, which is used by this volunteer group to make wheelchairs for underprivileged children.

Congratulations to all of the Forrest community, it has been a wonderful year. Special thanks to everyone in green, to our Staff for their endless support and in particular to the Head of House, Miss Haendel, for her energy and wisdom.

We wish well for our House in the years to come. Go Forrest!

Nimityra Thilaganathan & Zachary Werner

Forrest House Captains 2012
As Murdoch House Captains we came into 2012 striving to create House spirit, encourage participation throughout the Murdoch ranks and attempt to find some success in Interhouse sporting and cultural activities.

Alongside us were the ever trustworthy and accommodating Head of House, Mrs Kroeger, and House Council. Armed with this artillery, we set out into the year hoping to ameliorate the vigor and élan vital of our Murdochian comrades.

Prior to the new school year, Years 7 and 8 House Day took place, which allowed us to indoctrinate the younger years into the Murdoch spirit, and prepare them for the year ahead. Overall, this day was a success, and the newfound sense of pride in each of the Years 7 and 8 students ran perfectly into the Interhouse Swimming Carnival, where the new members and the already cultivated Murdoch students combined forces to fill every event without fail. Although this did not result in any large success for Murdoch, it embodied the spirit that we aspired to fulfill in this new year.

This spirit was continued throughout Afterschool Sport, the Interhouse Cross-Country Carnival, Interhouse Debating, Chess and a pleasing result in the Interhouse Athletics Carnival, which amalgamated into a tremendous sense of pride in the House Captains.

A huge thank you to every member of Murdoch House; for without you not only would this House not exist, but we, the House Captains would have been unable to experience such a fulfilling, although complex at times, year.

Again, Mrs Kroeger and the House Council need to be mentioned, as their continued support and help ensured a lack of hiccups in our rewarding role as House Captains.

Thomas Hickmott and Jennifer Blaxill
Murdoch House Captains 2012
Well done, O’Connor! This year has been a great one for O’Connor House, from our win at the Athletics Carnival, all the way through to the communal effort as a House to raise money for the Shelter Box Charity.

O’Connor had the collective goal this year to raise $1,000 to purchase one Shelter Box. We first held a barbeque which raised just under $500. This was then put to shame when we held the bake sale where each member of O’Connor was asked to bring in a plate of baked goods to sell. The response from the House members to this cause was unbelievable, as everyone contributed food to sell which exceeded all expectations. The bake sale on its own raised more than $1,200. This is an accomplishment every single member of the House should be proud of.

In 2012, we have focused on including everyone in the House in all activities, as always. This involvement has been in cultural activities such as Choir, Debating, Quiz, Spelling and Chess, but also the sporting events held throughout the year.

Winning the Athletics Carnival was the highlight of the year for O’Connor House, as we have never won this event before in the history of the College. This was a combined effort from every member in the House. With many people sick and injured on the day, the commitment displayed by all members of O’Connor to fill events and try their hardest was outstanding and subsequently won us the 2012 Athletics Carnival.

All of the achievements of O’Connor this year are a credit not only to every single member but also the outstanding Head of House, Mr Young. The commitment and dedication to the House displayed by Mr Young has no doubt contributed to all of O’Connor’s achievements this year.

Laura Kiely and James Lewisson
O’Connor House Captains 2012
2012 has been a stressful, but very successful year for Stirling House.

Term 1 was a very busy term for everyone. We put in a solid effort but fell short with a sixth place finish in the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. A group of Year 11s had the privilege of getting to know the Year 8 students through the Peer Support Program which proved successful in creating strong bonds.

Term 2 saw the continuation of Peer Support as well as the Cross-Country competition, where we placed fifth overall. Various cultural activities also began in this term, including the Interhouse Choir. Stirling’s “The Voice” rehearsed with gusto and managed an impressive third place, a huge improvement from last year and something everyone involved can be proud of!

Term 3 was the Athletics Carnival, which is one of Stirling’s big strengths. We placed a very proud second and we hope to see the House continue such a great result in future years. We also began knitting squares to put together and create blankets for more than 50 people. We managed to knit over 100 squares for these blankets which is a great effort from everyone.

This term is also the end to our House Captains and we would both like to thank all the Teachers and students, in particular, our House Council for being so supportive and enthusiastic throughout the year.

We would also like to say a MASSIVE thank you to Head of Stirling, Mrs White. We are definitely the luckiest House to have such a lovely and supportive leader. We hope to see Stirling continue to thrive and perform to its full potential in years to come.

Grace McKee and Matthew Tamsitt-Pedrochi
Stirling House Captains 2012


SIXTH ROW: Mitchell Kirby, Matthew Blower, James Cheng, Daniel Grieve, Sydney Ward, Jaka Urbange, Emily Popefield-Jones, Ryan Banker, Danny Kehaei, Adam Sheu, Aaron Martin, Max Slender, Iket Lawmon, Cam Morrow, Katelyn Shambertfeld


FOURTH ROW: Praparksa Ganwe Jones, Cassie Manifold, Darcy Spowart, Callum Whalley, Alex Harrison, Jonathan Tjandra, Hayley Joyce, Allia Butler, Abri Aron, Drew Nicholas, Nicole Leighton, Kate Howman-Mills, Tiffany Yerko, Emily Cowden, Sally Cowden, Fraser Saxis, Sean Hubbard

THIRD ROW: Jordynne Tjandra, Tara Martin, James Fereday, Sebastian Matthews, Sharon Nanang, Maddy Daveneth, Jeremy Wygh, Ellen Mason, Robyn Niewi Scott, Sara Atkins, Grace Treaday, Luchlan Ross, Brona Fremasberger, Brooke Lambert, James Lipovich, Ael Alkin, Tale Daveneth, Jaymee Morton

SECOND ROW: Joeliynne Tjandra, Tara Martin, James Fereday, Sebastian Matthews, Sharon Nanang, Alyssa Lee, Sam McGarraghy, Daniel Saxon, Amelias Saeengwe, Monika Vlor, Harry Man, Sarah Portwood, Nicole Leighton, Nicholas Kirby, Amber Plant, Jesslyn Tyre, Michael Hobley

FRONT ROW: Nathan Harvey, Cooper Mike, Megan Clayton, Jasqueline Bellgard, Sara Khon, Ms Belinda Gillmore, Ms Debra White, Grace McKee, Matthew Tamsitt-Pedrochi, Mr Wayne Giles, Ms Jennifer Winley, Jessica Symeovlind, Emelka Quiñones, Kiara Howard, Lucas Comens, Cooper Olden
Another year passes and a new group of Year 7s have moved into the All Saints’ College community. The Transition Program places strong emphasis on gradually introducing students in Years 7 and 8 and their parents to the College’s culture and procedures. There are a number of targeted programs designed to do this. This year a new initiative, the “MySchool” night, was run mid-year for Year 6 students coming to the College next year. This was a fun night designed for parents to get to know each other, while the students participated in fun activities. An Orientation Day for Year 7s at the end of each year prior to starting and House Day on the day before school starts, are both designed to introduce students to key Staff members and student leaders. Specially trained Year 11 Peer Support leaders work with Year 8s in Semester 1 so that they can get to know older students in their Houses before moving into their House Tutor Groups at the end of year.

There have been some sound results in the external academic competitions and high performers have been recognised throughout the year at Assemblies. NAPLAN results were very strong with 53% of All Saints’ Year 7 students in the top 20% of Australian students for Reading and 58% of All Saints’ Year 7 students in the top 20% of Australian students for Numeracy. The students have also involved themselves in the many extracurricular activities. The new Manga Club, Robotics, Interhouse and Interschool Sports training and Mr Hoaby’s Transition Afterschool and lunchtime Basketball competitions were very popular.

Mrs Elizabeth Harrison
Head of Transition Program

Many thanks to the Tutors for 2012:
7V - Mrs Melissa Gregory
7W - Mr Russell Hoaby
7X - Ms Mona Lingapea
7Y - Ms Georgina Edginton
7Z - Mrs Mitch Jameson
8V - Dr David Wauge
8W - Mr John Hunt
8X - Mrs Kylie Macromathy (Terms 1-3), Mr Matthew Farrelly (Term 4)
8Y - Mrs Elizabeth Bowyer (Terms 1, 4), Mr Matthew Farrelly (Terms 2, 3)
8Z - Mr Gordon Giarr

BACK ROW: Madeleine Behn, Fraser Hudson, Jackson White, Georgina Khinsoe, Pragash Munugasan, Luke Barber, Jack Vernet, Vilenah Pornchun, Brandon Nicholas, Brendan Gilbert
FOURTH ROW: Carina Talupeau, Georgia Cleghorn, Drew Nicholas, Jasmine Stone, Naum Dubray, Matthew Gilmore, Silvia Wijaya, Darrel Cumming, Yath Matha, Rachel Yovich, Molly Hickmount
THIRD ROW: Fraser de Wend, Alexander Coleman, Layad Mikhail, Christopher John Dauldu, Jeremy Wright, Jack Viley, Grace Fereday, Lisa Patronis, Matt Bryne, Joshua Mott, Raye Bertelli, Teva Powell, Kate Folland
SECOND ROW: Alex Crowhurst, Joel Pangiarella, Jizelle Kenworthy-Groen, Bree Russell-Lane, Yvette Thompson, Sarah Kirke, Katie MacFarlane, Katie Bullock-Taylor, Kenton Johnson, Michelle Hutt, Noah Glissens, Freya Mosquito, Luke Benjamin
FRONT ROW: Kieron Kelly, Griffin Entwistle, Cooper Milne, Lujo Morgan, Abion Ching, Mrs Elizabeth Harrison, Vivien Foo, Aleeah Spalding, Blair Becker, Alya McManus, Hannah Ives
ABSENT: Bethany Coupar, Chloe Spence, Evie Crawford, Lochie Walmsley, William Litchfield-Kennedy, Harry Monroe, Meghan Byrne, Elizabeth Dasso, Callum Whalley, Liam Kennedy, Christina Wilhause, Owen Wright, Elisa Sealy, Emma Harvey

BACK ROW: Liam Donaldson, Kyle Bentley, William Creme, David Maru, Marcus Radford, Jeremy Brown, Harrison Long, Matthew Couper, Chrustian Long, Alex Somerville, Andrew Martilla
THIRD ROW: Kelly Akkan-Fox, Emily Anderson, Amelia Nicholson, Chelsea White, Courtney Churchill, Joshua Montalbo, Nicholas Han, Ethan Smith, Chantelle Gilbert, Hala Aly, Phoebe Anderson, Eliz Khrase
SECOND ROW: Emily Thompson, Chloe Taylor-Neuwan, Helen Hu, Chen Deacon, Megan Jarvis, Holly McKew, Andy Lao, Elisa Laycock, Hannah Lewis, Gracia Marius, Kate Shelton, Kate Hayne-Mills, Sophia Armit
FRONT ROW: Bruna Preimesberger, Kealey Thompson, Maddy Davison, Lexie Banks, Liana Stupish, Kieran Shockey, Amy Horne
ABSENT: Benjamin Canie, Tamon Nishikawa, Grecce Tom, Eleanor Wilson, Amelia Carsie, Jake Littlepage, Gracen Thorpe, Jordan Hill, Lily Cormier, Lily McAs labelled, Emily Guitantes, Tom Harvey

PEER SUPPORT YEAR 11 LEADERS
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PEER SUPPORT

YEAR 7 SEMESTER 1 & 2 STUDENT LEADERS
YEAR 11 P&L TRIP

In the early morning of Saturday, 12 August 2012 twenty-eight coffee driven Year 11s met at Perth Domestic Airport for the annual Political and Legal Studies Trip.

With a quick detour to Melbourne, we soon found ourselves in the political centre of Australia - Canberra.

To say we were excited would be an understatement, especially with a whole week off from school! From the moment our plane landed we were immersed in Australian Politics. We travelled to Parliament House and watched a lively session of Question Time where we realised that Australia’s Politicians were just grown up and more argumentative versions of us. We visited the National Portrait Gallery and the National Gallery, where the more artistic and cultured students were inspired.

In the middle of our trip we spent a whole day tobogganing and skiing at Perisher Blue. This was an awe inspiring moment for many of us ‘Perth-ites’ who had never seen snow, or been that cold! With a quick visit to the Snowy Mountain Hydro Scheme, we made it back for another three days of adventure in Australia’s Capital.

We toured Yarralumla, the residence of the Governor General, and many of us made a conscience decision to one day become the Governor General just to live in this amazing ‘mansion’.

Thank you to Mr Brown and Mrs Warriner for taking care of us and putting up with our shenanigans. The Canberra trip was an amazing experience, and one that all of us would recommend to any future Politics and Legal Studies students.

David Mano, Simrin Panag and Briana Preimesberger
Year 11

WHISTLER SKI TRIP

While everyone was enjoying Perth’s warm weather over the Christmas holidays, 23 excited students were lucky enough to head halfway around the world on the first ever Ski Trip to Whistler, Canada.

We departed on Friday, 13 January 2012 with a stopover in Auckland, New Zealand for a day of sightseeing and shopping. After a 14 hour flight, we arrived in Canada and all enjoyed the picturesque bus ride to Whistler, our home away from home for the next nine days. Upon arrival, we settled into the beautiful Crystal Lodge and were decked out with all the gear we would need for our respective choices of snowboarding or skiing.

The next seven days consisted of skiing or boarding from 9:00am – 4:00pm and exploring the amazing amount of terrain that both Whistler and Blackcomb Mountain had to offer. Throughout the week we received lessons from awesome instructors and explored a range of alpine weather conditions. We were also lucky enough to ride on the Peak to Peak Gondola, the longest gondola ride in the world.

Although we all wished to stay in Whistler for another few weeks, our skiing experience of a lifetime came to an end and we unwillingly boarded the bus back to Vancouver where we spent two nights exploring the city.

A highlight of our stay in Vancouver was the outing to an Ice Hockey game between the Vancouver Canucks and the Edmonton Oilers.

Thank you to Mrs Green, Mr Zaurs, Mr Wolfe, Miss Greene and Mrs Ellement for their time and effort that went into planning and making this trip possible, it has been very much appreciated by all who attended.

James Lewisson
Year 12
CHORAL CAMP
During the first weekend of May, Girls’ Harmony, Blokes’ Voices, College Voices and the Saints’ Singers were all brought together for a two-day workshop of singing, fun and games during the 2012 Choral Camp.

In the company of Mr Lanigan, Mrs Kroeger, Mr Beaverstock and Mrs Kerkovius, the students from Years 7 to 12 attended choir rehearsals, teacher and student activities, as well as enjoyed plenty of free time to study and hang out.

Besides the wet weather, there was not a thing to complain about. At the conclusion of the two-night camp, each choir performed their new and improved songs to the fellow campers during ‘show-and-tell’ camp, each choir performed their new and improved songs to the fellow campers during ‘show-and-tell’

In the company of Mr Lanigan, Mrs Kroeger, Mr Beaverstock and Mrs Kerkovius, the students from Years 7 to 12 attended choir rehearsals, teacher and student activities, as well as enjoyed plenty of free time to study and hang out.

Besides the wet weather, there was not a thing to complain about. At the conclusion of the two-night camp, each choir performed their new and improved songs to the fellow campers during ‘show-and-tell’

Ashley McPhail
Year 12

INSTRUMENTAL CAMP
Instrumental Camp has always been not only one of the busiest weeks for all the staff and students involved in the All Saints’ College Music department, but also one of the most enjoyable.

On 16 March 2012, 65 students set off from the Chapel car park and proceeded to the Swanleigh campus in Middle Swan, to endure a weekend which consisted of: rehearse, eat, rehearse, sleep, eat, rehearse, eat... and then a bit more rehearsing!

Although the Camp was very productive and a lot of hard work was put in from both the musicians and the Tutors, there was time for relaxation as well, where everyone was welcome to use the swimming pool.

Luckily, as well as these activities the timetable allowed for the senior students to study and complete any homework which had been assigned for that weekend. And for those students who were in the younger years, Mrs Kroeger had planned some activities for them all to enjoy.

All in all, the Camp was extremely productive and very enjoyable, although everyone was happy to get back into their own beds and have a good night’s sleep before school the next day.

Over the years it has been evident that a successful Instrumental Camp has translated into a successful year of performance, and, this year has been no exception!

Anthony Jerkovic
Year 12

FRENCH EXCHANGE TRIP
On Thursday, 29 March 2012 All Saints’ College students boarded a plane for the French Exchange Trip.

For the first two weeks we stayed with our host families in Nice. We spent this time seeing the sights and tasting the various delights of the south east of France.

While we stayed with our host families we attended a local school where we assisted with English lessons. Our excursions throughout the two weeks included touring Tende and Monaco, spending a day sailing, and seeing snow in Auron.

On Saturday, 14 April we sadly left Nice and all the friends we had made to travel on the TGV train to Paris. The next day we travelled on the metro to Château de Versailles. Versailles is an extravagant castle where we explored the inside and outer grounds, including Marie Antoinette’s hamlet and King Louis XVI’s hunting lodge. The following day we travelled to the Champs Elysées and Arc de Triomphe.

Highlights of the tour was the view at the top of the Eiffel Tower, the markets on the Rue de Mouffetard and walking through Notre Dame with the gargoyles and gothic architecture. We also enjoyed the delicious French breakfast and eating messy Nutella crepes.

We left France on Friday, 20 April with tears in our eyes and an ache in our hearts, yet we were all excited to see our friends and families in Australia. It was an amazing trip and experience, and we cannot wait to visit France again.

Lauren Forster, Tom Harvey, Megan Jarvis, Hannah Lewis & Helena Tilley
Year 11

SYDNEY DANCE TOUR
Thirteen eager dancers accompanied by two dedicated teachers, Miss Codalonga and Mr Rouse, boarded a plane for Sydney in the wee hours of Saturday, 4 April 2012.

Our first day in Sydney was spent sightseeing and resting for the busy week to come. We were also treated to a performance at the Sydney Opera House by the Australian Ballet titled Infinity. The next day we went to the markets before a bus trip to the Australian Youth Dance Festival in Gosford, our home for the week.

We arrived at the NAISDA Dance College on Monday morning for our first day of dancing, where we were split into our groups to work with choreographers. The structure for the next five days was pretty consistent. Following breakfast, we went to NAISDA and took part in a series of workshops with our choreographers who we would be working with leading up to the Shades of Us performance.

On 15 April 2012, the our last day of the Festival, we took part in a performance titled Shades of Us which was followed by an after party with breakdance and ballroom battles, and who could forget the moves Miss Codalonga and Mr Rouse pulled out! Our last day in Sydney was spent at Luna Park followed by a spot of retail therapy with our new team mascot Danis the sheep, before getting on the plane home to Perth.

Kelly Aitken-Fox
Year 11
YEAR 11 BIOLOGY CAMP

On the 10 September 2012, 19 Year 11 Biology students and two teachers, Mrs Taylor and Mr Williams, left All Saints’ College in the early morning to embark on a trip to Point Peron.

Once at the campsite, we hastily unpacked and made our way to the sunny sand dunes. In the morning we moved through dense dune vegetation recording plants, elevation, temperature and taking soil samples along carefully laid transect lines. The sun beat down and the work was hard, however, all in all it was a great opportunity to practice our ‘in-field’ skills.

After lunch in the camp dining hall, we donned our bothers and made our way to the reef where we spent the afternoon collecting specimens and trying to catch crabs (we succeeded twice!). We then took all the specimens to the beach where we discussed their adaptations.

The Year 11 Biology Camp provided us with the perfect opportunity to take what we had learned in class and apply it to the real world. We had a great time working and learning together, and it was a much-needed break for all of us.

The next morning we travelled to the Cooloongup Wetlands where we trekked along a path to the lake. Once we reached the lake’s edge, we had a short discussion about the animals living in the area before setting up a transect line from the water all the way to the denser bush about 100 metres away. After recording all the animals we managed to catch (and one woylie) we discussed their habitats and adaptations.

A night trip to Barna Mia was a highlight where we were lucky enough to see a bilby. A 6.00am wake up in below freezing temperatures to release multiple possums (and one woylie) was enough to keep us in the enthusiasm biology moods. Yay, Biology!

We would like to thank Mrs Taylor for organising a fantastic camp and Mr Williams for providing us with entertainment.

Amelia Arndt
Year 12

YEAR 12 BIOLOGY CAMP

One Thursday morning at a time far too early to even be thinking about Biology, 15 keen Biologists boarded a bus to Dryandra. Following a two hour bus drive, with a brief stop at a highway house, we stopped at Lyneham’s piggery just outside of Narrogin.

We then enthusiastically toured the piggery, which holds more than 5,000 pigs. Smelling significantly worse, we piled back on to the bus to drop off our belongings and headed off for some field work in the Wandoo woodland and adjacent farm paddocks.

A guide from the Department of Environment and Conservation helped us set traps for native marsupials with a delicious peanut butter, oats and sardines ball to entice and welcome fauna into our traps.

A guide from the Department of Environment and Conservation helped us set traps for native marsupials with a delicious peanut butter, oats and sardines ball to entice and welcome fauna into our traps.

A night trip to Barna Mia was a highlight where we were lucky enough to see a bilby. A 6.00am wake up in below freezing temperatures to release multiple possums (and one woylie) was enough to keep us in the enthusiasm biology moods. Yay, Biology!

We would like to thank Mrs Taylor for organising a fantastic camp and Mr Williams for providing us with entertainment.

Hannah Lewis and Chelsea White
Year 11

SCUBA CAMP

Brightly coloured coral, exotic tropical fish and warm seas acted as a window to a whole new world. It was what 20 Year 11 students envisioned would be the future of their diving careers, but first came the hard work.

Our group accompanied by College staff, Mr Brown and Miss Wellington, took part in an open water diving course facilitated by Batavia Coast Dive Academy (BCDA). The course involved a total of five confined water dives, five online theory modules, and two open water shore dives to be certified as a PADI Scuba Diver, along with a further two open water boat dives to achieve qualification as a PADI Open Water Diver.

Once we arrived in Geraldton we made our way to the BCDA where we had our first session of training. The next two days we raised the public pool, with the view of blue tiles and rusting bobby pins to help us through our confined water dives. The next few days consisted of our first open water dives with various activities led by the academy including a bike ride along the coast with a stopover at the water park and kayaking in the marina.

Our first two shore dives saw us walking in full kit backwards into the rolling waves, surface swimming out to a buoy, descending to about 4.5 metres while practising the non-verbal communication skills. The disappointing weather meant visibility of only about 0.5 metres, but it made the rare sight of fish all the more memorable.

Nevertheless, we had been classed as PADI Scuba Divers and the hours of salty hair and shrivelled fingertips were compensated with the movie nights, exciting card games and giant chess duels. Scuba Camp really was a great experience!

Brian Preimesberger
Year 11

WHITE WATER KAYAKING CAMP

We can all agree that jumping into your kayak only to be pushed down a flight of stairs into the freezing Collie River is not the ideal way to spend a Sunday. But for 10 Year 11 students accompanied by Mrs Sullivan and Mr Zauris, this was the first day of our White Water Kayaking Camp.

Once in the water we were taught how to properly steer and brace our boats so that we would be able to stay above water while navigating the rapids. Sadly, this was not the case and over the course of the camp, we all managed to capsize, fall in or get stuck and have to climb out of our boats at some point.

On the second day we tackled our first rapids travelling down the ‘big three’ one at a time, thankfully we had Mrs Sullivan, Grant and our instructor Dave to guide us through. Wednesday was the day we had all been dreading. We were told that we would be going 1.6 kilometer journey and to stock up on snacks. This treacherous trip featured the best rapids, a 2 metre waterfall, ‘Jackie’s Juggernaut’ (which none of us got stuck on) and an irrigation channel at the end.

Even though we were all exhausted by the end, we felt a sense of accomplishment. A big thank you to Mr Zauris, Mrs Sullivan, Grant and Dave for accompanying us on our Camp.

Eliza Khinsoe
Year 11
**ADVENTURE OUT**

Going on Adventure Out Camp for the first time was an exciting experience that allowed us to expand our horizons to a different level. There were many activities offered which made many of us feel outside our comfort zones. Rock climbing, abseiling, walking in and out of caves, bush walks which were done on our own are just some of the activities we were involved in.

Adventure Out is a Camp which I will never forget as it enabled me to not only do activities that I never imagined myself doing but also to develop many valuable friendships. These friendships grew in this camp because of the activities which explored our trust in each other. All the instructors were not only outstanding professionals but also great friends with whom we grew closer and closer as the Camp progressed.

I would greatly encourage students to be involved in this Camp as it will change perspectives on trust. If one is looking for adventure, the name speaks for itself! I would like to thank Mrs van Dongen, Mr Basell and Mrs Ellement for all their hard work throughout this camp in making it an enjoyable experience for all of us.

*Renata de Azevedo*

*Year 11*

**SURF CAMP**

A week spent pushing limits, making new friends, aches and pains, secret societies and of course, surfing. That is pretty much what Surf Camp 2012 was all about!

We departed the College on Sunday, 1 April 2012 at 8.00am ready to get straight into the surf. On arrival in Margaret River, we set up our campsite, threw on our wetsuits and headed straight down to Gnarabup for our first surf.

For most of us it was our first time surfing, so after we had a quick lesson it was a bit daunting knowing that we had to throw ourselves at the waves so quickly. However, this fear was short-lived and with the help of Josh Palmer and our other instructors, most of us managed to catch a couple of waves.

Unfortunately, for the rest of the week we had to surf 45 minutes away at Joy Bay in Augusta, due to the rough conditions at Gnarabup. By the end of Monday, everyone had caught a wave and almost everyone was standing up. By the end of our afternoon session on Tuesday, some of us were experimenting with alternative surfing techniques that we could pull out at our competition the next day.

Wednesday saw the All Saints College Surf Camp Competition which was a display of just how far we had all come in our time in the surf. The winners of the Competition were Amelia Nicholson and William Cross.

*Kelly Aitken-Fox*

*Year 11*

**SOUTHERN FORESTS CYCLING CAMP**

Cycling Camp started like most camps with a group of Year 11 students boarding a bus early on a Sunday morning with little knowledge of what was to come in the following week.

With our own huts at Donnelly River and freedom to go to the local shop, we thought that this Camp would be easy. That was not the case. With early starts every morning, followed by a bike ride of varying distance and difficulty, there were some hard parts. We just had to remember that for every uphill there was a downhill.

Cycling with a group of friends was great fun, the highlight for most being the downhill track in Pemberton. The locations were excellent, but it was once we were back at Donnelly River that the fun really started at this Camp.

It seemed that even after a day of cycling most people still had energy to spare, and by the end of the Camp it was not unusual to hear music coming out of a hut as you walked past.

The evening activities were well-organised and everyone was always involved. I would like to thank Mr Beaverstock, Mrs Warriner, and our guide Andy for giving all the students who attended Cycling Camp 2012 such a great time.

*Aaron Musgrave*

*Year 11*

**KENYA WORLD CHALLENGE**

On the 29 December 2012, our World Challenge team set off to Kenya on one of the most eye opening and exciting experiences in our life so far.

Our first week consisted of an acclimatisation trek and a safari through the gorgeous Kenyan landscapes where we saw numerous animals and birds including zebras, giraffes, warthogs, eagles, baboons, hippos and many more.

After this, we set off for our main trek of 63km over five days heading towards the Aberdare’s Mountain Range. The trek for some of us was the hardest part of the whole trip, although the thought of our fabulous cook making us tasty and somewhat exotic meals when we made it to our new campsite each day, definitely kept us going.

The next phase of the trip was the highlight for many of us, this was the project phase. We spent eight days in Teacher Benjamin’s Maasai village teaching the students English, Social Studies, Science and Mathematics subjects, as well as how to use the 40 new XIO laptops that we had brought over.

We learnt new Maasai skills including beading, herding cattle and spear throwing, as well as about their culture and traditions. We spent the final four days relaxing by the pool before heading home to our much-missed families.

I know that our trip to Kenya was an experience that we will remember forever and keep very close to our hearts for the years to come. We extend our special thanks to Mrs Felsinger and to the World Challenge staff for accompanying us on the tour.

*Olivia Goodger*

*Year 12*
YEAR 10 HELPING HANDS

During Camp Week, the Year 10s participated in a program called Helping Hands. This community service program has run for a number of years and aims to facilitate new bonds between students and the wider community, while teaching them useful skills.

WINTERFOLD PRIMARY SCHOOL PAINTING TEAM
We arrived at Winterfold Primary excited and eager to paint the 120 square metre wall. Although rain was forecast for the week, we were not discouraged, but more determined to finish painting the mural on time. We worked extremely hard – some of us not stopping for breaks – and we finished a day and a half ahead of schedule!
Davina Daudu

PENGUIN ISLAND REHABILITATION TEAM
We de-weeded the island. We also spent half a day cleaning up the Cemetery, as its condition had deteriorated due to both natural causes and vandals.
Jonathan Tjandra

EAST PERTH CEMETERY TEAM
My group and I chose to undertake research at the East Perth Cemeteries for the National Trust. The project called “Adopt-A-Grave” involves volunteers to research the lives of the early Swan Colony settlers. We immediately split into our respective groups and headed off to our separate afternoon activities. Abseiling was one of these activities and everyone rose to the challenge of not slipping off of the vertical rock faces as we abseiled down in the rain. Thereafter, bodies shivering, teeth chattering, but buoyed with a sense of accomplishment, we headed back to camp to prepare for the night. After setting up tents and eating dinner, we assembled for “Warruika Time”. This was our chance to reflect on the day and share our experiences. We woke the next morning to more rain. Our hopes were not drowned, however, and we set off for our next activity - White Water Tubing. We were dropped off at Wellington Dam to hike along a challenging track, but all felt better than ever when we finally saw the tents at Lyall Mill Campsite.
Kathleen McCormack

UTHANDO PROJECT TEAM
Doll-making was quite challenging especially since most of us had never sewn before in our lives. We knew that we were heading towards a facility with beds, toilets, showers and a roof, so it was worth it! That night we played a hilarious game of Pictionary and had the longest showers of our lives. The fourth day we woke up to a hot breakfast and shelter from the rain. We then headed to do abseiling and rock climbing, where many people faced their fears. On the last day we all met up and had one last activity - orienteering. This was lots of fun and we got to know Dwellingup a lot better.
Georgie Kirke

FOODBANK TEAM
We started with the shortbread recipe, succeeding after many hours of hard work to bake more than 2,000 biscuits. The next day we made gingerbread biscuits in the shape of Easter eggs. On the third day we made miniature fruitcakes and on the fourth we decorated, packaged, loaded, drove and finally delivered all the goodies to Foodbank.
Thea Wong

YEAR 9 COLLIE CAMP
The Year 9 Collie Camp began early on the brisk morning on Sunday, 1 April 2012. After a three-hour bus drive, we arrived at Potter’s Gorge. We camped amidst a steady drizzle of rain.

We immediately split into our respective groups and headed off to our separate afternoon activities. Abseiling was one of these activities and everyone rose to the challenge of not slipping off of the vertical rock faces as we abseiled down in the rain. Thereafter, bodies shivering, teeth chattering, but buoyed with a sense of accomplishment, we headed back to camp to prepare for the night. After setting up tents and eating dinner, we assembled for “Warruika Time”. This was our chance to reflect on the day and share our experiences.

We woke the next morning to more rain. Our hopes were not drowned, however, and we set off for our next activity - White Water Tubing. We were dropped off at Wellington Dam to hike along a challenging track, but all felt better than ever when we finally saw the tents at Lyall Mill Campsite.

Morning arrived, and we were once again up early for a short hike to Wellington Dam, where we embarked on a canoe paddle back to Potter’s Gorge. This was not an easy task, but we made the best out of the situation by singing loudly as we battled the waves! Arriving back at Potter’s Gorge, we enjoyed our last evening together with our Warruika leader, reflecting on our amazing camp experience.

Next morning, we left for home, looking forward to seeing our family and eager for a warm shower. The Year 9 Collie Camp was an awesome experience, never to be forgotten. Close friendships formed and wonderful memories created will be treasured forever.

Sarah Myers
Year 9

YEAR 9 DWELLINGUP CAMP
Year 9 Dwellingup Camp tested each and every one of us physically and mentally. This intense Camp involved a hike through the Bibbulmun Track, a challenging bike ride through the bush, canoeing, rafting, abseiling, rock climbing, bush art and multiple team building activities.

The first day we said our goodbyes to our families and headed off to Dwellingup. Our first activity was a 20 kilometre hike. It was extremely rewarding when we eventually reached our destination. The second day we walked to Nanga Will where we were sleeping for the night. Here, we participated in a 5 kilometre bike ride and rafting. On the third day we began with team building games and then coned to Nanga Bush Camp.

We were all so tired and felt like giving up, but we knew that we were heading towards a facility with beds, toilets, showers and a roof, so it was worth it! The next day we played a hilarious game of Pictionary and had the longest showers of our lives. The fourth day we woke up to a hot breakfast and shelter from the rain. We then headed to do abseiling and rock climbing, where many people faced their fears. On the last day we all met up and had one last activity - orienteering. This was lots of fun and we got to know Dwellingup a lot better.

We had no idea that by the end of the Camp we would be so close to people we had hardly ever spoken to before. Our Leaders made the Camp a happier place to be.

Bianca Lambert
Year 9
YEAR 8 HARVEY & BUSSELTON CAMP

The Year 8 Camp was definitely one to remember! We experienced the amazing and unique campsites in Busselton and Harvey.

The Busselton Camp was relaxing which allowed us to see many different attractions outside of Camp, whilst Harvey was the more adventurous portion. The Year 8 cohort was split into two groups. Half of the Year 8s went to Busselton first and the other half to Harvey.

While we were in Busselton we experienced many different activities including the amazing caves and beaches. The best activity however was definitely the Bush Tucker tours, where we canoed on the Margaret River and learnt about the historical houses, people and caves that are along the river. After an exciting canoe ride, we tasted unique bush foods including berries, kangaroo and turkey meat, and the most delicious sundried tomato bread! We had so much fun in Busselton, but we were very excited to go to the Harvey camp!

On Tuesday, both Year 8 groups met in Harvey for a quick crossover. This gave us time to catch up with our friends in the other camp group and enjoy a delicious barbeque lunch. Afterwards we were all treated to a yummy ice cream!

In Harvey we abseiled, rock climbed, built rafts, climbed the low ropes course and played many indoor games. We learnt that we might need to brush up on our raft building skills and that trying to get twelve people to balance on a wobbly hanging log is harder than it looks! At night, we relaxed and watched a movie while snugged up in our sleeping bags and pillows. Overall, we really enjoyed the Harvey Camp and loved all the activities we got to experience.

As always, Camp allowed us to break from our close friends and widen our friendship groups. The teachers, many guides and the staff at each of the two locations were the people who made this Camp so enjoyable and such a success! We will never forget our Year 8 camp experience.

Kirsty Johnson
Year 8

YEAR 7 FOREST EDGE CAMP

Cold and wet weather is not ideal for a camp, but this did not dampen spirits or ruin our fun. Two of our activities had to be cancelled because of the rain and hail. Our third night was the coldest and I therefore resorted to wearing all the clean clothing I had, six top layers and two pairs of track suit pants!

The main idea of Camp was to push people out of their comfort zone, whether that was tackling the hard challenges set up for us or staying away from home for four days. We started off the day at 6.30am. After breakfast, we went to our first morning activity. This was followed by a quick morning tea and then it was straight to on to the next activity. This pattern was repeated all the way through to dinner.

The activities were fantastic! Abseiling was my favourite activity. To fall backwards over the edge of anything, even with a harness, is unnerving. Jumping to the ground off the face of the tower was probably one of the most exhilarating things I have ever done. Crate climbing was second on my list of favourite camp activities. Our task was to use engineering skills, teamwork and a great sense of balance to try and reach the roof of the warehouse. We had to work out a way of reaching the roof without running out of crates and without the tower of crates falling down. The Pamper Pole was probably the hardest of all the challenges. This involved climbing up a 7 metre pole to leap and grab hold of the trapeze before being lowered to the ground.

Year 7 Forest Edge Camp was a truly memorable experience.

William Litchfield-Kennedy
Year 7

YEAR 7 FAIRBRIDGE CAMP

On Tuesday, 22 September 2012 at 9.00am we left All Saints’ College to begin our exciting Camp at Fairbridge.

During our time at Fairbridge we all made more friends and had lots of fun in the activities we completed together. This Camp taught me a lot about the real meaning of the words ‘teamwork’ and ‘survival’. The fierce winds and rain did not stop us from completing the activities such as the daring high ropes, the slippery rock climbing wall and the terrifying abseiling cliff.

Each of us made many wonderful and funny memories that will stay with us forever. We all glowed with pride when we conquered our fears while testing ourselves to the absolute limit. Sadly, the journey ended on Friday, 25 September as the bus dropped us back off at All Saints’ College where our parents were waiting to sweep us into their arms and embarrass us with kisses until we blushed bright red in the face.

I speak on the behalf of everyone who had the privilege to take part in this amazing experience in saying a massive thank you to Ms L, Mr J and all the other Staff who contributed with putting together this awesome Camp and make it as brilliant as it was!

Taya Kalkhoven
Year 7
All Saints’ College participates in three major ACC Interschool Carnivals every year and in the lead up to these, the College holds its own Interhouse Carnivals. Even though these events are held to help select our Interschool teams, the Interhouse Carnivals are a fantastic whole College community event. We had a great set of Interhouse Carnivals this year with a host of records broken, as well as great student enthusiasm and participation in all events. This year, Durack won the Interhouse Swimming Carnival for the first time in 16 years, Cowan won the Interhouse Cross-Country Carnival, and for the first time in the history of the College, O’Connor won the Interschool Athletics Carnival. At an ACC level, All Saints’ College had a highly successful year. The College came second in the ACC ‘X’ Division Swimming Carnival by 15 points, winning the Senior Boys Trophy on the day. At the ACC Cross-Country Carnival the College finished 11th, which was a tremendous effort, especially as last year and 12 examinations were held on the same day. All Saints’ finished off the year by winning the ACC ‘B’ Division Athletics Carnival. This was a terrific effort by all students and means that All Saints’ will compete in ‘X’ Division for all Carnivals in 2013. We would like to thank Staff, parents and families for their assistance throughout the year. Without the support of the whole College community, these events would not be as effective as they were. We look forward to another successful year.

Mr Oliver Beath
Head of Health and Physical Education

SPORT

ACC ATHLETICS


SPORT

ACC SWIMMING

YEAR 7 BOYS’ FOOTBALL
BACK ROW: James Manessis, Rhys Davies, Liam Alexander, Harris Millar, Matthew Gilmour, Daniel Cumming, Jack Connell, Matt Bryan

YEAR 7 GIRLS’ FOOTBALL
BACK ROW: Fifi Cowden, Layal Mikhail, Corina Tabeau, Niamh Dochatra, Zethi Osman, Lara Keski, Rose Birt
FRONT ROW: Eve Nolan, Vivian Pui, Karry Luffett, Niamh Coveney, Yerta Thompson, Ailsa Chong, Elan John ABSENT: Mrs Jackie Sullivan (Coach), Chiara Pinto, Trinity Tregurtha-Rayne

YEARS 9 & 10 AFL SCHOOLBOYS CUP TEAM
BACK ROW: George Phipps, Issac Stephenson, Mackenzie Long, Lucas Teunissen, William Arnold
MIDDLE ROW: Samir Mikhael, Nicholas Rublesef, Peter Delaim, Hannah Campbell, Ivan Romnick, Daniel Lambert
FRONT ROW: Adil Adkins, Jame Sigronch, Joshua Moore, Danny Spowart, Jason De Castro
ABSENT: Luke De Castro, sewma Mohuland-Patterson, Nicholas Iuliano, Liam Munday, Carl Mundoch, Taylor Will, Andrew Cook, Evan Tyler, Mr Oliver Beath (Coach)

ACC BADMINTON
BACK ROW: Rachel Kelly, Andrew Metcalfe, Veronica Goldto, James Allen, Cindy Johnson, Lucas Drol-Yu
MIDDLE ROW: Runa Murase, Tanya Li, Adam Tucker, Lauren Fender, Megan Chilborne, Adanya Haddad
FRONT ROW: Lavinia Haddad, Alphea Ho, Mrs Jo-anne Boserio, Daniel Muri, Niko Misk
ABSENT: Joanne Watts, Kimberley Hamilton, Emma Trackwell, Luke Pavillard, Tim Bey, James Bryant

ACC HANDBALL
BACK ROW: Alex Brooks, Connor Lymagan, Dylan Smith, Francisco Rogers, Joseph Ahern
FRONT ROW: Donnal Wu, Andrew Richardson, Aslan Hibble, Sean Gibson, John Anakul
ABSENT: Nicholas Tudd, Thomas Holmest, Eric Buck, Samuel Beat, Simon Mullins, Mr Jason Zaun (Coach)

ACC TENNIS
BACK ROW: Mia Mantine, Aslan Hibble, Dave Cullin, James Brooks, Francesco Bailey, Mrs Jo-anne Boserio
FRONT ROW: Lauren Fender, Gracie Moreni, Michael Innes, Anne Johnson, Lelio Rau
ABSENT: Trent Barker, Jeremy Brown, Eric Buck, Kendall Oliver, Harrison Widler, Michael Rosin, Phoebe Anderson, Kimberley Hamilton, Kate Heema-Mills, Dave Kenda
ACC FRISBEE
BACK ROW: Veronika Golota, Scott Gibb, William Cross, Andrew Walker, Harrison Morgan
ABSENT: Sean Gilson

ACC SOFTBALL
BACK ROW: Emily Thompson, Eliza Khinsoe, Chantelle Gilbert, Courtney Churchill, Eliza Leopold FRONT ROW: Amy Parre, Nikki Pratt, Lavinia Hadiwidjaja
ABSENT: Mrs Jackie Sullivan, Sophie Arndt, Ruby Eldrid, Jordan Hill

SOCCER
BACK ROW: Mitchell Kirkby, Dominick Brown, Mr Steve Tsocas, Liam Goerke, Matthew Tamsitt-Pedrochi FRONT ROW: Matthew Ramanah, Nicholas Panos, Samuel Seton, Christian Long, Michael Myers, Siddarth Kunwar
ABSENT: Oliver Porter, Ben Klinges, Ryan Barker, James Corr, Akbar Amin, Sandy Milke, Daniel Mayer-Rodenbeck

RUGBY
BACK ROW: James Lewisson, Jack Sealy, Ryan Jones, Dylan Biggs, Francesco Raja, Connor Lamptey, Mr Peter Langford-Smith
FRONT ROW: Anthony Jerkovic, Adam Shaw, David Hovett, Jack Smythe, Sean Gilson, Christian Peterson, Matthew Taylor

ACC BOYS 1ST XVIII FOOTBALL
BACK ROW: Jack Smythe, Andrew Clarke, Jack Sealy, Callum Ogg, Jordan Duke, Connor Lamptey, David Hovett, Adam Shaw FRONT ROW: Matthew Taylor, Anthony Jerkovic, Brandon Tucker, Dylan Biggs, Jordan Kord, Zachary Werner, Tyler Greenway
ABSENT: Mr Oliver Beath, Troy Barker, Dane Cowling, Kendall Dole, David Mans, Yiaannis Mallis, Marcus Harvey, Joel Holler, Callum Hudson, Marcus Radford, Alex Kidd, Harrison Long, Jacob Rhodes, William Cross, Tamon Nishikawa, Calum Hill, Sean Hooing

AFL SCHOOL GIRLS 1ST XVIII FOOTBALL
BACK ROW: Lauren Van Stroe, Rachel Kelly, Emma Calver, Ashley McMill, Tawhira Nightingale, Melissa King, Georgia Keke, Sally Cowden
MIDDLE ROW: Mr Oliver Beath, Bianca Preimesberger, Brooke Amadeus, Ruben Cort, Keely Keen, Gina Boylan, Emily Cowden, Georgia Cleghorn, Chelsea Cowden FRONT ROW: Emily Werner, Fel Cowden, Tashia O’Connell, Monique de Vries, Amy Meacham, Bianca Lambart, Caraka Tomaron, Isabella Tufii
ABSENT: Alex Rohr, Bren Russell-Lane, Kimberly Hamilton, Ellen More, Olivia Bone, Ruby Eldrid, Lala Velletri

SPORTS, CLUBS & GROUPS

SENIOR SCHOOL
TOUCH FOOTBALL
BACK ROW: Adam Shaw, David Hartree, Jordanlake, James Lewisson, Sam Loveman
MIDDLE ROW: Anthony Jelkovic, Monique de Vries, Christian Peterson, Mr Steve Young, Jack Smythe, Melley King, Chelsea Drewett
FRONT ROW: Sophie Shankland, Lucas Davis-Young, Christian Long, Laura Kelly, Laura Fisher ABSENT: Kelly Atkin-Fox, Becky Gibson, Emelia Quinones, Chelsea White, David Mano, Simon Mulline, Ethan Smith, Nicholas Ward, Jackson Stone

YEARS 7 - 9 CHAMPION SCHOOLS HOCKEY
BACK ROW: Kirty Loffell, Trilby Widger, Mason Coill, Kim Somerville, Miss Kelly, Joshua Watkins
FRONT ROW: James Manessis, Yvette Thompson, Mr Steve Young, Jessie Floyd, Mitchell Widger ABSENT: Cole Haume, William Toddell

YEARS 8 & 9 SCHOOLS TOUCH
THIRD ROW: Bella Gomez, Adam Morgan, Matthew Aylmore, Jared Pedersen, Flora Sealy, Mathew Bliven, Jet Lawton, Cadell Wilson, Karmen Neville, James Lloyd
SECOND ROW: Penny McCourt, Bronwen Anderson, Sally Eastman, Jackson White, Hudson Blair, Rubee Corte, Lauren Hudd, Yas Wilke, Daniel Savon, Georgie Cloughorn
FRONT ROW: Carta Tassone, Sarah Kolos, Shannon Watts, Lauren Lenoy, Tracy Cirstea, Bianca Lambert, Sam Howson, Isabella Tuilli ABSENT: Jonathan Gunning, James Rankin, Sara Cordell, Paddy Spowart, Vikneah Ponavura, Lachlan Bowie, Thomas Capstick, Andrew Cook, Ebony Fisher, Kimberley Jaffe, Sophie Rodbury, Morgan Butler, Emma Heame-Mills, Olivia Rhodes

ACC NETBALL SENIOR GIRLS
BACK ROW: Chelsea Drewett, Monique de Vries, Melley King, Kaitlin Shadforth, Danielle Court, Chelsea White
THIRD ROW: Kate Lambert, Laura Fisher, Megan James, Holly McMurtry, Hannah Lewis, Laura Kelly, Sophie Shankland
SECOND ROW: Briona Premashecher, Lauren van Snoo, Narmanya Thogonutton, Kays Heame-Millic, Taylor Gartner, Helen Tilley, Nicole Lachlan, Pete Ozma
FRONT ROW: Monika Antonasewmi, Georgina Brentson, Emily McDougal, Taisha Overman, Grace McKee, Madeleine Greenhugh, Private Chapman ABSENT: Miss Rhys Greene (Coach), Phoebe Anderson, Jordan Hill, Amy Porter, Calliez Ethen, Kate Shilton, Grace Team

JUNIOR CHAMPION BASKETBALL COMPETITION
BACK ROW: Kait Somerville, Nic Rasagg, Emma Calder, Peter Delaney, Olivia Drewett, Bella Gomez
MIDDLE ROW: Caitlin Strange, Cadell Wilson, James Goor, Mr Russ Haxby, Jared Pedersen, Taylor Hill, Jemal McMurtry
FRONT ROW: Emma Hearne-Mills, Sally Eastman, Adam Morgan, Vikneah Ponavura, Georgia Cloughorn, Hix Coledal
ABSENT: Nathan Premashecher, Fraser Hudson, Alexander Hudson, William Luz, Rob Reid-Scott, Callum Thompson-Claire, Georgia Knauser, Ebony Fisher, Olivia Beale, Bianca Lambert

ROWING SQUAD
BACK ROW: Alexander Thomas, Samuel Beet, Issac Stephenson, Alex Watson, George Phipps, Sam Liddiard-Powell
MIDDLE ROW: Mrs Jo-anne Basset, Sheridan Watson, Jackson Beet, Matthew Aylmore, Angela Watts, Eleanor Wilson, Chloe Talbot-Newman, Karen Prentice (Coach)
FRONT ROW: Mitchell Wildyger, Andi Widger, Shannon Camer, Emily Thompson, Megan Fresu, Joanne Penstone ABSENT: Samia Mulolland-Patterson, Mrs Gemma Kennedy (Coach), Mr Adam Smith (Coach)
Orienteering Team

BACK ROW: Matthew Aylmore, Emma Calder, Kaden Clark, Ryan Pantazos, Mason Coutts
MIDDLE ROW: Tom Hodgson, Cadef Wilson, Kai Mettner, Matthew Klein, Nicola Morgan, Mr Jason Zouce
FRONT ROW: Kane Osuld, Adam Kelly, Olivia Rate, Emerson Day, Isabella Tufilli

ABSENT: Mrs Jackie Sullivan, Thomas Copetrick, Julian Loo, Nick Dumas

Saturday Netball

BACK ROW: Sophie Arndt, Olivia Russell, Amy Porter, Laura Kelly, Rachel Kelly, Katelyn Stubberfield, Hannah Thomas, Dennis Doux, Xin-Jie Tan, Megan Janis, Phoebe Anderson
FOURTH ROW: Bianca Lampert, Eliza Wright, Emily McDowell, Aiyana Law, Lauren van Stryne, Ninjaya Thalapathi, Hannah Lewis, Naomi Dukertey, Pega Petrow, Brayla Duncanson, Phoebe Claymore, Sarah Lewis
THIRD ROW: Jessica Noorman, Rachel Hearne, Laura Fuller, Grace McKee, Heather Kratsch-McPharaoh, Samantha Palmer, Madeline Pettorossi, Amber Plant, Kaya Bellefonte-Thomas, Vani Smirnoff, Hayley Tiley
SECOND ROW: Paris Gilbert, Chloé James, Noami Cummins, Imogen Bucher, Max Georgina Edgerton, Alaweria Spalding, Fresh Johnson, Laishrami Wangsawekers, Indiana Connors
FRONT ROW: Ella Trolio, Taylah conosc, Jasmine Berry, Eva South, Sarah Cross, Taylor Smith

Junior Champion Schools Squash Competition

LEFT TO RIGHT: Matthew Aylmore, Isaac Snodden, Kai Mettner, Luke Powell ABSENT: Kane Osuld, Thomas Copetrick

Junior Champion Schools Tennis Competition

LEFT TO RIGHT: Hannah Thomas, Kiraz Keily, Donaline Stephen, Sarah Myers ABSENT: Mia Kelly, Maximilian Atkinson, Patrick Nicholson

Senior Champion Schools Hockey Competition

BACK ROW: Emily Crowd, Oliva Drewett, Amy Parry, Amelia Caima, Gina Boylen, Breanwen Anderson, Chelsea Drewett, Kimberley Hamilton
FRONT ROW: Lucas Doolt-Vang, Andrew Kort, Jordan Kort, Nick Dumas, Andrew Matteo ABSENT: Mrs Jackie Sullivan, Tom Valler, Kimberley Steele, Georgina Boley, Adam Kelly, Angus Lovett, Adam Shaw, Nicholas Todkill, Arden Hubler, Jamil Morten, Daniel Greene

Senior Champion Schools Hockey Competition

BACK ROW: Emily Crowd, Oliva Drewett, Amy Parry, Amelia Caima, Gina Boylen, Breanwen Anderson, Chelsea Drewett, Kimberley Hamilton
FRONT ROW: Lucas Doolt-Vang, Andrew Kort, Jordan Kort, Nick Dumas, Andrew Matteo ABSENT: Mrs Jackie Sullivan, Tom Valler, Kimberley Steele, Georgina Boley, Adam Kelly, Angus Lovett, Adam Shaw, Nicholas Todkill, Arden Hubler, Jamil Morten, Daniel Greene

Equestrian

LEFT TO RIGHT: Grace Lamont, Eliza Laycock, Emma Cumming, Mikaela Dawe, Rachael Finch, Samantha Lamont, Rebecca Baldry

Senior School - Sport
Students awarded Distinctions, High Distinctions and Prizes

FOURTH ROW: Adam Kelly, Sean Husband, Davina Daudu, Nicholas Milne, William Todkill, Eddie Xu, Georgia Khinsoe, Giada Marani, Jacqueline Soon, Megan Arney, Antonio Ramalho, Alvin Morcomba, Mr Daniel Chapman, Jordan Bell, Nathan Harvey, Megan Clayton
THIRD ROW: Sarith Ranasinghe, Sharon Nanang, Phoebe Lawrie, William Litchfield-Kennedy, Olivia Spence, Rachel Yovich, Andy Lee, Lashindri Wanigasekera, Isabella Tufli
SECOND ROW: Oliver Ch’ng, Julia Zheng, Alan Chong, Jameson Bland, Laura Tan, Jeslyn Tyrls, Kyra Belford-Thomas, Jack McCarthy, Tara Martin, Lashindri Wanigasekera, Jordan Bell, Kyra Loften, Joshua Tan, Nathan Harvey
FRONT ROW: Zachary Werner, David Wu, Liam Goerke, Benjamin Chia, Edward Yoo, Mrs Monique Ellement, Seamus Mulholland-Patterson, Callum Jepp, Scott Gibbs, Siddharth Kanwar, Matthew Ramanah
ABSENT: Sebastian Matthews, Zixin Liao, Jonathan Morgan, Sonia Westera, Sithu Ye Yint, Thomas Hodgson, Rohan Musgrave, Annel Yip, Xin Jie Tan, Jeremy Brown, Larissa Hardwick

Years 7 - 12 Interschool Debate

BACK ROW: Fraser Marshall, Liam Alexander, Tare Dewerrell, Harry Miller, Emma Beague, Am Joo Tan, Rory Darby, Jeremy Wright, Josh Mort
THIRD ROW: Jessica Logan, Matt Boyer, Lapsal Mihald, Lia Franklin, Andy Lee, Sebastian Brennan, Christopher John Daudu, Rhy Davies, Harry Morcomba
SECOND ROW: Mr Mitch Jamieson, Varv Sivasnanu, Ma Kelly, Nina Barton, William Litchfield-Kennedy, Olivia Spence, Kyra Belford-Thomas, Megan Arney, Jameson Bland, Joel Fingsent, Mrs Mona Lingemay
FRONT ROW: Thea Wong, Nathan Harvey, Jasper Lich, Tom Choplin, Jordan Bell, Griffin Entwistle, Byron Chong, Karen Reid, Ashley Ho

Mathematics Competition Representatives

World Challenge

BACK ROW: Alette Nalder, Olivia Goodger, Ashley McPhail, Kate Martin, Ben Fosbery
FRONT ROW: Andrew Metcalfe, Miss Suzanne Felsinger, Kelly O’Brian
ABSENT: Matt Stubberfield

National Chemistry Quiz

High Distinction Winners

BACK ROW: Jonathan Morgan, Edward Yoo, Jack Sede, Jeremy Brown, Tamon Nishikawa, Marcus Wong
MIDDLE ROW: Thomas Jardine, Jonathan Tan, Davina Daudu, Benjamin Chia, Megan Arney, Andy Lee, Phoebe Lawrie
FRONT ROW: Laura Tan, Harry Morcomba, Rachel Neaonga, Sarith Ranasinghe, Lashidr Wanigasekera
ABSENT: Sebastian Matthews, Sharnae Cornell, Timothy Masters, Rohan Musgrave, Hazel Tilley, Jacqueline Soon, Monique de Vries

Science ICAS

High Distinction Winners

BACK ROW: Seamus Mulholland-Patterson, Nicholas Dumas, Edward Yoo, Benjamin Chia
FRONT ROW: Andy Lee, Nathan Harvey, Sarith Ranasinghe
ABSENT: Thomas Morgan
SENIOR SCHOOL
PERFORMING ARTS
Over the past five years at All Saints’ College, the Performing Arts Department has attempted to create Productions that have been produced and presented with an original twist. Taking on William Shakespeare’s Macbeth was seen originally as a step too far. However, the challenge of making the classic relevant to a contemporary audience proved too tempting. Once the vision was sold to the cast, the creative team got into full swing. Essential to the premise was the idea of incorporating music into the performance that would support the action and reinforce the narrative. The extensive Beatles back-catalogue offered fantastic potential due to the rich lyrics and emotive melodies. The Performing Arts team worked hard to set a single direction and rehearsals began.

The young actors workedshopped the specific technicalities of the iambic structure and the meaning behind the beautiful yet complex language. Psychological plausibility was key to development of character, although we adopted the presentational style of Total Theatre. We wanted to put the onus on the actor and not rely on elaborate set or props – rather the ‘set’ consisted mostly of a single chair. The cast were omnipresent throughout the performance, therefore there was no traditional exits as we used the cast to create the environment that the situation required. James Chang, a member of the ensemble cast, often remarks on the pride he still possesses in being identified as one of the best trees theatre has seen in many a year, in his portrayal of Burnham Wood!

Once we reached John Curtin College Theatre, our audiences were able to appreciate the work and effort that went into a completely original performance of an established classic. In the Performing Arts Department we are always very proud of what we achieve, however, this year we all walked a little taller as a result of this production.

Mr Stephen Roberts
Head of Performing Arts
The 2012 All Saints’ College Dance Concert was based on the theme The Circle of Life. Throughout the Concert we took the audience through a journey, travelling from the beginning to the end of life and exploring the many events that will occur within our lifetime.

On the 15, 16 and 17 August 2012 at John Curtin College of the Arts, students from Years 7 - 12 from the Senior School, and Years 3 and 5 from the Junior School, participated in the All Saints’ College Dance Concert. Through the many hours of dedication in rehearsals during school, before school and after school, this year’s Dance Concert displayed incredible performances. The audience was left speechless by the talent every single dancer brought to the stage.

The success of this year’s Concert would not have been achieved without the commitment of the enthusiastic dancers, but more importantly our extremely dedicated teachers Miss Farr, Miss Kerr and Miss Codalonga. Without Miss Codalonga’s total dedication to the students and to the dance, the Concert would not have been of the high standard achieved. We are all so thankful to be blessed with such an amazing teacher.

Georgina Brentson
Year 12


FIFTH ROW: Jolene Pong, Hailey Greenhalgh, Nicholas Kolias, Kathleen McCormick, Kirra Lang, Samantha Kitchin, Buna Murrain, Jessica Noonan, Sophie Callis, Sam Alme, Samantha Palmer, Emma Phillips, Amy Porter, Tracy Claudine, Sophie Arnold, Lacie Ouy, Chloe Ouy, Sara Lewis, Shannon Watts, Emma Hoare, Clare Chapman

FOURTH ROW: Imogen Bichler, Mastak Howie, Yara Haywood, Abigail Godling, Siro Holter, Banea Roa, Sara Kirk, Elyon Longstaff, Kate Brist, Kimberly Stefl, Lashani Wanggoake, Haali Tiley, Kane Johnson, Francesca Walker, Amber Plant, Michella Hor, Lauren Williams, Freya Johnson, Lochie Whitmey, Kaysen Howie, Megan Brey, Jacqueline Bellgard

THIRD ROW: Lauren Huddy, Stephanie Bailey, Hunter Hobson, Adam John, Catherine Chong, Christopher Hanson, Sophee Smith, Elena Ahi, Indiana Connor, Jamie Hill, Elana Smith, Holly Morgan, Claire Nitton, Jason Collie, Erin Morton, Lara Burns, Sarah Cross, Mehrih Mortari, Lauren Anderson, Kate Okey, Hannah Woodfield-Hoare, Nadine James, Mike Smith, Harry Wallers, Juveena Tassone, Bronwen Anderson

SECOND ROW: Mitchell Kreilie, Oliver Porter, Samantha Andalis, Georgina Brentson, Nicole Leighton, Monika Antoiakowska, Kimberley Huddley, Vani Rees, Maeve Culeffen, Mrs Sandra Farr, Shannon Thompson, Emily Kaper, Ariah McFfi, Chelsea Dowett, Anthony Jerkovic, Sophie Shortland, Laura Faints, Kate Lambert, Matthew Ramanohar

FRONT ROW: Kelsey Biddulph, Charlize Scott, Alana Levingston, Olivia Clinckers, Premila Ganeson-Oats, Alexandra O’Brien, Hannah Greaves, Lori Robinson, Rhea Affian, Jamie Lang, Tahlia Holley, Felix Greenhill, Jacob Dean, Amy Morgan, Manisha McKenzie, Madam Gauntlett
Another year of intense activity has resulted in some wonderful musical displays by students in the Senior School. The Instrumental Camp at Swanleigh in March and the Choral Camp in May both provided an important foundation for the year’s work.

Both Instrumental and Choral groups performed outstandingly at the Fremantle Eisteddfod in May, with Senior String Ensemble, Jazz Saints’, Blokes’ Voices, Harmony Voices and Saints’ Voices all being awarded First Prize in their categories. The Music Department corridor has been beautifully decorated with the resulting certificates and shields!

The continuing development of the Choral program was showcased in a concert at St George’s Cathedral at the end of June. Particularly noteworthy were the item ‘Orchestra Song’ which featured the 120 voices of all Choirs from throughout the College joined together, and the piece ‘Band of Brothers’ which was sung by the male-voice choirs from Junior and Senior Schools in combination. The ‘Battle of the Choirs’ in September showed the growth of singing in the Senior School in another format.

Numbers of Instrumental recitals were held in Term 2, and students were selected to perform at the Friends’ of Music Recital evening in August, which was indeed an evening of inspiring performances. Soloists and Ensembles from Years 7 and 8 then had their performance evening, while the best of the College’s music was showcased splendidly in September’s Music Concert at Fremantle Town Hall.

Another side of Music was demonstrated in Rockfest week, with three College Rock Bands performing at various times.

Much of the success of Music in the College is due to our excellent Music Tutors. Their calibre was on show at the Music Tutors’ Concert in May, when many of these professional musicians donated their services to support the Friends’ of Music. The friends in turn support many of our musical endeavours, and we continue to be grateful for their assistance.

The secretarial support of Mrs Sue Palmer and Mrs Christine Png is vital to the work of the Department in organising 22 Music Tutors teaching more than 300 students. The energy and vision of Mrs Anette Kerkovius, Director of Music, has continued, and she richly deserved her term’s Long Service Leave during the year. Our teaching staff members, Mrs Thea Katz, Ms Jennifer Winley and Mr John Beaverstock, have all contributed in the classroom and as Ensemble Directors.

As we look to 2013, we are so excited at the prospect of moving into our new Centre for Performing Arts. This outstanding facility will give a further boost to Music and all the Performing Arts at All Saints’ College and establish us even more deeply as a leading school in this area of Education.

Mr John Beaverstock
Director of Music (Acting)
All Saints’ Harmony
BACK ROW: Chloe Taylor-Newman, Gabriel Lawrie, Kaily Atkin-Fox, Ashley McPhail, Sian Lillard-Royes, Alisa Davies, Jacqueline Siron, Brona Prieserberger
MIDDLE ROW: Mrs Angela Currie, Rachel Neumann, Katrina Lang, Mediterrina Crawford, Talisha O’Hearn, Paige Pitrono, Elise Wright, Jord Wider, Mr John Beaverstock
FRONT ROW: Theo Worr, Lachlani Worr, Kaitlyn Hoff, Rebecca Radin, Sarah Portwood, Jazlyn View, Maddy Devenish, Aurelia Jeffery

All Saints’ Singers
BACK ROW: Nicholas Lindsay, Taigh Macdonald, Liam Donaldson, Christopher-Jack Andrew, Alisa Davies, Benjamin Costantin
MIDDLE ROW: Avril Widger, Brona Prieserberger, Angus Lawrie, Benjamin Chia, Viknesh Ponnuthurai, Jacqueline Siron, Maddy Devenish
FRONT ROW: Theo Worr, Jazlyn View, Katrina Lang, Mr John Beaverstock, Sarah Portwood, Gabriel Lawrie, Aurelia Jeffery

College Voices
BACK ROW: Jessica Noonan, Taya Kalkhoven, Sonia Westera, Trilby Widger, Emma Harrex
MIDDLE ROW: Mrs Angela Currie, Kate Bellchambers, Phoebe Lawrie, Nikita Delaney, Madeleine Pitrono, Kate MoxFarlane, Mr John Beaverstock
FRONT ROW: Lucy Morgan, Meghan Bray, Mrs Kelly, Grace Clow, Madisen Powell, Eve Crawford
ABSENT: Niamh Cummins, Niamh Doherty, Rosee Bot, Aliza McKenna, Alisa Choung, Elior John, Layal Michael, Michelle Ugreich, Yeate Thompson

Intermediate Strings Ensemble
LEFT TO RIGHT: Laura Tan, Lachlan Rogers, Trilby Widger, Cameron Wright, Ansel Yap, Alexander Coleman, Mrs Thea Kotze
ABSENT: Elior John, Layal Michael

Saints’ Blokes
BACK ROW: Mrs Angela Currie, Matthew Tarnoch Radzinski, Taigh Macdonald, Liam Donaldson, Christopher-Jack Andrew, Nicholas Lindsay, Chetan Peterson, Mr John Beaverstock
FRONT ROW: Luca Maschsee, Lucas Dival Young, Benjamin Costantin, Alex Drane, Angus Lawrie, Viknesh Ponnuthurai, Ben Caratti

Senior Strings Ensemble
BACK ROW: Runa Murase, Kate Hearne-Mills, Helena Tilley, Mrs Thea Kotze
FRONT ROW: Julia Zhang, Xi Min, Karen Hanwood, Julian Luis
ABSENT: Emma Hearne-Mills

Performing Arts Groups
Senior School
SENIOR SCHOOL
PERFORMING ARTS GROUPS

BRASS ENSEMBLE I
BACK ROW: Brendan Gilbert, Angus Lawrie, Sean Ayres, Anthony Jerkovic, Mr Steven Harmer
FRONT ROW: Riley Vaughan, William Renner-Shao, Michael Myers, Gemma Baker, Emelia Quiñones

BRASS ENSEMBLE II
LEFT TO RIGHT: William Renner-Shao, Sean Ayres, Mr Steven Harmer, Anthony Jerkovic, Emelia Quiñones

COLLEGE ORCHESTRA
THIRD ROW: William Renner-Shao, Kate Shelton, Chantelle Gilbert, Angela Watts, Helenia Tábo, Kate Hayman-Milne, Ruma Munro
SECOND ROW: Siagh Macdonald, Ms Jennifer Winley, Kiera Harwood, Julia Zheng, Jemima Petersen, Yul Min, Mrs Thys Kotze
FRONT ROW: Christopher Jack Andrew, Xiu Jia Tan, Julian Leow, Amelia Liu, Eliza Khinsoe, Andi Widger, Jasmin Wei
ABSENT: Joanne Watts, Seamus McPoland-Patterson

INTERMEDIATE BAND
BACK ROW: Mason Castilf, Tara Martin, Jodie Kenworthy-Groen, Karry Johnson, Jeremy Wright, Ms Georgia Lara
FRONT ROW: Riley Vaughan, Lochie Wolfsmeyer, Phoebe Lawrie, Owen Wright, Jasyanne Ejendra

JAZZ SAINTS
BACK ROW: Anthony Jerkovic, Sean Ayres, Christian Long, Brendan Gilbert
MIDDLE ROW: Taigh Macdonald, Emelia Quiñones, Lawrence Ng, Nicholas Lindsay, William Renner-Shao, Mr Daniel Van
FRONT ROW: Megan Chidlow, Luke Barber, Sarah Myers, Daxana Moore
ABSENT: Tamon Nishikawa

SYMPHONIC BAND
BACK ROW: Theodore Kenworthy-Groen, Alister de Wind, Luke Barber, Cameron Wright, Nicholas Lindsay, Sean Ayres
MIDDLE ROW: Daxana Moore, Brendan Gilbert, Gemma Baker, Chantelle Gilbert, Michael Myers, Lucas Dival-Young, Ms Jennifer Winley
FRONT ROW: Emelia Quiñones, Kortie MacFarlane, William Renner-Shao, Sarah Myers, Madeleine Behn, Megan Chidlow, Jaslyn Tyts
ABSENT: Seamus McPoland-Patterson, Paul Thackeray, Thomas Capstick
DANCE CONCERT AWARD WINNERS

BACK ROW: Kelly Aitken-Fox, Ryan Tomkins, Chelsea Stewart, Shannon Thompson, Emily Kaper, Mitchell Khalby, Courmay Churchill

THIRD ROW: Samantha Katchka, Sophie Sharland, Kate Lambert, Phoebe Anderson, Lauren Fisher, Ewey Kenton, Megan Janie

SECOND ROW: Amy Porter, Georgia Brentson, Sophie Arndt, Pene Chad, Madeline Bahr, Nicole Seaghton, Jamma Phillips, Sophie Cahill

FRONT ROW: Marissa Torre, Monika Artzawasika, Leila Riz, Miss Narelle Codalonga, Texas Redman, Ellen Mason, Runa Murray

ABSENT: Olivia Russell, William Luo, Duncan Glogowski-Watson

EXTRACURRICULAR DANCE TEACHERS

BACK ROW: Jemma Phillips, Megan Janie, Phoebe Anderson, Kelly Aitken-Roe, Keely Kenton, Kate Lambert, Pene Chad

FRONT ROW: Kathleen McCormack, Sophie Cahill, Miss Narelle Codalonga, Monika Artzawasika, Madeleine Crawford

ROCK BANDS

BACK ROW: Arif Alawa, Christian Long, Alister de Wind, Jack Dawson, Maddy Devenish

MIDDLE ROW: Taigh Macdonald, Mr Benjamin Bawell, Sashion Brennan, Thomas Jardine, Jasper Lux, Mr Daniel Asklan, Ms Hayley Wellington

FRONT ROW: Jake Barker, Joshua Nicholls, William Luo, Nicholas Hodgson, Angelo Watts, Kade Aitken

2012 SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS

2012 ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS

LEFT TO RIGHT: Laura Tan, Brian Pirmeelberger, Thomas Jardine, Andy Law

ABSENT: Claire McKenna

2012 MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS

LEFT TO RIGHT: Julia Zheng, Keira Hanwood, Yul Min

SOUTHWELL MUSIC TUITION GRANT WINNERS

BACK ROW: Anthony Jerkovic, Joanne Watts, Benjamin Chia, Jordanna Petersen, Matthew Tammit-Pedroch

FRONT ROW: Jeremy Wright, Cameron Wright, Lucas Dixel-Roey
1. Nikki Pratt (Year 12)
2. Year 1 Patterns & Prints (Felt and Dispersal Dyes)
3. Emma Calder (Year 9)
4. Gabrielle Lawrie (Year 11)
5. Connor Lorrigan (Year 12)

Cover Page Art: Jack Sharland (Year 9), Carina Tabuteau (Year 7)
1. ‘Self Portrait’ Scarlett McVeigh (Pre-Primary)  
2. Tori Vidler (Year 12)  
3. Cameron Wright (Year 9)  
4. Harrison Baker (Year 7)  
5. Adam Tucker (Year 11)  
6. Katie Lambert (Year 12)  
7. Rebekah Bide (Year 12)  
8. Year 11/12 Mad Hatters Tea Party  
9. Tess Howson (Year 10)  
10. Benjamin Nicholas (Year 10)  
11. Joanne Watts (Year 12)
1. Year 5C Assemblage (Recycled Materials & Spray Paint)
2. Mikaela Deetman (Year 12)
3. Charlotte Bayly (Year 12)
4. Reyne Lawson (Year 10)
5. Xin Jie Tan (Year 10)
6. Year 6D Sectional Landscape
7. Year 7 Art Installation
8. Phoebe Chapman (Year 12)
9. Gabrielle Lawrie (Year 11)
10. Year 9 Textiles
Each year, at the Storylines Literature Festival, local and national writers enrich the lives and minds of WA school students; genuinely engaging with them to promote and celebrate the value of stories both for learning and enjoyment.

Stories occupy a special place in human existence. The reading, writing, listening, telling, enacting and interpreting of stories are the fundamental processes through which we participate, understand and relate. Stories can also act as virtual ‘places’ where different and conflicting forms of knowledge, experience and understanding can be safely explored. And of course, language is an all-encompassing locus of power. Between the ages of 4 – 17 children move between very different points across the landscape of stories and language acquisition.

The Literature Festival immerses students in a huge range of stories and genres; helping them identify the themes and ideas with which they personally connect and begin to find their own unique voices.

In recent years, the English curriculum has expanded to reflect the reality that important and relevant stories come to us in many forms and mediums. At the eleventh consecutive Storylines Festival this year, students from 30 WA schools explored stories about Australia’s rich diversity of people, places and experiences; Stories from art, science, literature, film, poetry and drama; from the coastal suburbs and inner city laneways to remote, rugged landscapes, country towns, overcrowded refugee boats, and the Dreamtime.

Ms Felicity Walker
Literature Festival Coordinator

Highly Commended Illustration Years 1 - 7 - Tonya Glogowski-Watson ASC Year 6.
2012 LEAVERS
2012
LEAVERS

Joseph Anem
Samantha Athan-Fox
Monika Antiazewiska
John Arakkal
Samantha Antiazone

Amelia Arndt
Tom Asley
Gemma Baker
Troy Barker
Tan Bane

Charlotte Bayly
Lucas Beazant
Rebekah Bide
Dylan Biggs
Jessica Britt

Georgina Bingley
Jennifer Blissell
Georgina Brenton
Alex Brooks
Dominic Brown

Eric Buck
Allie Butler
Darcie Carr
Phoebe Chapman
Kelsey Chratiensen

Andrew Clarke
Dane Coedff
Claire Carson
Rosa Coupar
Sally Cowden

Carl Cuttone
Ryan Day
Monique de Vries
Mikaela Deatman
Lucas Dival-Young

Alex Drake
Chelsea Drewitt
Thomas Eastman
Ruby Eldid
Laura Fisher

Ben Faebrey
Rhyo Gallup
Taylor Gartner
Scott Gibb
Becky Gibeon

Alex Gillies
Sean Gilasen
Liam Gowke
Veroncia Golota
Olivia Goodgler

Tyler Greenway
Madeleine Greenhalgh
Laurnia Hadzeliija
David Hartree
Thomas Hickmott
2012 LEAVERS

Senior School - Leavers

2012 Year 12 Leavers

Back Row: Connor Lorrigan, Pierre Liebenberg, Jordan Lake, Dane Cochrill, Ryan Jones, Kyle Thorne, Dylan Biggs, James Rivers, Calum Japp, Dylan Smith, Francesco Rosa, James Leveson, Andrew Clarke

Seventh Row: Harrison Morgan, Joseph Akem, Aidan Holbe, Sam Loveman, David Hartney, Alex Gillies, Thomas Eastman, Lorn Gowke, Henry Hayes, Sean Gleeson, Yannis Mallos, Scott Glaub, Simon Mullery, Jack Staley

Sixth Row: Matthew Tarneff-Pedrochi, Ashley McNeil, Kaelyn Stubberfield, Max Kaupeka-Stephene, Jordan Kond, Josh Lewis, Sian Lilford-Hoys, Thomas Hickmott, Shannon Thompson, Veronica Goldats, Dominic Brown, Adam Shaw, Nicholas Ward, Mallory King, Max Horton

Fifth Row: Becky Gibson, Marcia de Vries, Eric Bus, Calum Hill, Braden Tucker, Rose Cooper, Max Slender, Sean Hoekling, Sydney Ward, Nicholas Toddill, Alex Brooks, Andrew Richardson, David Wu, Christian Petersen, Emily Kipser, Zachary Werner

Fourth Row: Troy Bartow, Anthony Jelvovich, Danielle Carr, Mette Nieder, Mitchell Kibris, Delaney Hyde, John Amblin, Rhy Godd, Alex Drane, Kyley Christiansen, Ryan Day, Chebbo Drevo, Jennifer Bland, Mikaela Eastman, Michael Viera, Year Vi, Tom Bailey


Second Row: Lavinia Hadiwidjaja, Kate Martin, Monika Antoszewska, Samantha Ardizzone, Gemma Baker, Matthew Taylor, Carl Cartoo, Nicole Leighton, Matthew Ramonash, Seaborn Konrare, Laura Pagano, Luca Chad Young, Nannya Thilaganathan, Lauren von Stock, Ali Barfield, Paris Ono, Claire Meyer-Rohan, Damen Muller, Oliver Porter, Anusha Sajiangan, Marisa Torres

Front Row: Emma Randles, Priyanka Chopra, Chrise Malondo, Rebekah Re, Grace Molay, Samantha Allen-Fox, Clare Conroy, Mrs Toni Dale, Jack Sadly, Ben-Braden Short, Amelia Amm, Ma Helen Aguru, Jessica Bitt, Rachel Taweel, Georgina Brennan, Olivia Gudger, Nikki Pratt, Madeleine Greenhalgh, Toni Vidler

Absent: Ruby Eldrid, Joanna Watts
We have a lot on our minds as Year 12 students in our final year. We anticipate the Year 12 Ball, are anxious for the work load, and are horrified of the mid-year examinations and dreaded WACE examinations.

We have all been in our small, large and varied social groups for many years and were very reluctant to break the bonds we had created through them.

But at the 2012 Retreat these barriers were disregarded and forgotten, for we were no longer individual parts of the year group but now a cohort as a whole.

Year 12 Retreat was a time for us to move out of our comfort zones and reveal who we truly are. Our hopes, fears and joys were all shared, as we revealed ourselves one mask at a time.

As we were so wisely told: “You cannot really know someone until you walk a mile in their shoes, then you will be a mile away and have their shoes.”

We have all grown through this very valuable and treasured experience.

Sean Glisson
Publications Captain 2012 (Year 12)
Year 12 Ball

Photographs courtesy of Bliss Studio
I will miss being a Durack House Captain and the House itself. So many great memories and support associated with Durack.

Danielle Carr

Year 12 was a challenging experience as well as satisfying, especially when the work pays off.

Monique de Vries

I will miss Mr. Hill’s Maths class – for the jokes!

Sean Glisson

Year 12 was a year that you will decide what you will be in the future, not only in the occupational sense.

Lucas Dival-Young

Make the most of it. It might not feel like it, but it really will go in the blink of an eye and you will be wishing you had one more Chapel Service or Athletics Carnival.

Taylor Gartner

After 13 years it’s all over and time to move on.

Kyle Thorne

I will miss Mr. Hill’s Maths class – for the jokes!

Sean Glisson

After 13 years it’s all over and time to move on.

Kyle Thorne

Reflections
REFLECTIONS

THE COLLEGE DANCE CONCERT WAS THE MOST AMAZING WEEK OF EVERY YEAR. Marina Torres

MY FAVOURITE COLLEGE EXPERIENCE WAS RETREAT BY FAR. THIS EXPERIENCE GOT ME CLOSER TO MANY OF MY PEERS AND IT WILL ALWAYS BE TREASURED. Aneshaa Saiganesh

YEAR 12 MEANT CREATING STRONGER RELATIONSHIPS WITH THOSE IN MY YEAR. Katie Lambert

YEAR 12 WAS THE HIGHLIGHT OF MY EIGHT YEARS AT ALL SAINTS. IT’S A WARM, FRIENDLY AND SAFE ENVIRONMENT WHICH I HAVE GROWN TO LOVE. WITHOUT A DOUBT I WILL MISS IT LIKE CRAZY. Ashley McPhail

THE ATMOSPHERE OF THE COLLEGE WILL BE MISSED BECAUSE YOU MIGHT NOT SEE SOME OF YOUR TEACHERS OR FRIENDS FOR SOME TIME OR MAYBE EVEN EVER AGAIN. Lemuel Sethano

MY FAVOURITE EXPERIENCE WAS THE BALL AND GRADUATING. I WILL MISS THE CHICKEN CHILLI TENDERS, BEING HOUSE CAPTAIN AND SEEING THE TEACHERS. Matthew Ramanah

Year 12 meant creating stronger relationships with those in my year.
Reflections

I loved Retreat. It was better than what I expected!
Katelyn Stubberfield

I will miss the friendly community.
Sophie Sharland

What I will miss the most is the tight relationship between staff and students. Someone you can approach about anything and will always have time for you.
Jack Sealy

I will miss the funny comments in class the most.
Laura Pagano

Year 12 was the end that brings new beginnings.
Tan Bates

We were the leaders of the College in our final year and we have had great responsibility. We have had greater interactions with our teachers as we approach the end of our school lives.
Jordan Korol
My favourite College experience was Retreat because I felt connected to other students that I only talk to occasionally.

Alex Gilles

I had the time of my life on Retreat. Spending it with wonderful teachers and my fellow Year 12 students, I think it was a valuable and truly enjoyable event at the College.

Nimmyra Thilaganathan

My favourite experience was the Year 12 Ball, mostly because of my friends.

Aidan Hobbs